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Synopsis 

We give a slightly more general version of the Rubin-Stark conjecture, but 

show that in most cases it follows from the standard version. 

After covering the necessary background, we state the principal Stark 

conjecture and show that although the conjecture depends on a choice of a 

set of places and a certain isomorphism of Q[GJ-modules, it is independent 

of these choices. The conjecture is shown to satisfy certain 'functoriality' 

properties, and we give proofs of the conjecture in some simple cases. 

The main body of this dissertation concerns a slightly more general ver

sion of the Rubin-Stark conjecture. A number of Galois modules. connected 

with the conjecture are defined in chapter 4, and some results on exterior 

powers and Fit ting ideals are stated. 

In chapter 5 the Rubin-Stark conjecture is stated and we show how its 

truth is unaffected by lowering the top field , changing a set S of places ap

propriately, and enlarging moduli. We end by giving proofs of the conjecture 

in several cases. 

A number of proofs, which would otherwise have interrupted the flow 

of the exposition, have been relegated to the appendix, resulting in this 

dissertation suffering from a bad case of appendicitis. 

I know the meaning of plagiarism and declare that all of the work in this 

document, save for that which is properly acknowledged, is my own. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Many conjectures and results concern the interplay between algebraic objects (groups of 

units , class-groups, etc.) and analytic objects (special values of L-functions, etc.) The 

classic case of this is Dirichlet's class number formula ([BS66] theorem 2, p 313), which 

states that for any n mber field F, the leading coefficient of the Taylor expansion of the 

Dedekind zeta-function (F at zero is given by 

hpRp 

WF 

where hp, RF and wp are the class number, regulator and number of roots of unity of 

F respectively. 

It is this relation that Stark tried to generalise to L-functions corresponding to 

arbitrary characters. 

While we deal exclusively with number fields, Stark's conjectures have function

field analogues, and in fact the first-order Rubin-Stark conjecture has been proven for 

function-fields (see chapitre V of [Tat84]). There are also p-adic analogues (see [Sol02] 

for example), which we do not examine. 

The first Stark-type conjectures appeared in a series of papers written by Harold 

Stark (as one might expect) between 1971 and 1980 ([Sta71], [Sta75],[Sta76], [Sta80]). 

The conjectures were reformulated by John Tate and given a more accessible treatment 

in the book [Tat84], based on a course given by Tate at the University of Orsay. No 

doubt this book also served to further general interest in the conjectures. 

In [Sta80], Harold Stark gave a refined conjecture for abelian conjectures concerning 

the first derivatives of Artin L-functions at zero (conjecture 1, p 198), which was subse

quently reformulated and slightly strengthened by Tate ([Tat84] conjecture St(K/k, S), 
p 89). This was generalised by Karl Rubin in [Rub96], with the purpose of applying 

so-called 'Stark unit ' to Kolyvagin systems (see [Rub92]). 
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The most recent major advance is perhaps the work of David Burns ([Bur07], among 

others), who has shown that the Rubin-Stark conjecture follows from the equivariant 

Tamagawa number conjecture, and has formulated refined Stark-type conjectures gen

eralising those of Gross in [Gro88] (conjecture 8.8). 

1.1 Background, notation and conventions 

We will assume results from basic algebraic number theory, representation theory, ho

mological algebra etc. However, we give a brief summary, without proofs, of some results 

from algebraic number theory which will be used in this thesis, and use this to fix no

tation and terminology. We also state some facts and make some conventions regarding 

group representations. Other results can be found in the appendices. 

1.1.1 Algebraic Number Theory 

Proofs of most of the results in this subsection can be found in [Cas67] or [Nar90], 

although the terminology may not agree. If F is a field, a valuation on F is a map 

¢ : F --t IR2:o 

satisfying 

i) ¢(xy) = ¢(x)¢(y) for all x, y E F, 

ii) ¢(x) = 0 {::} x = 0, 

iii) 3C ~ 1 s.t. ¢(x+y)::; Cmax{¢(x),¢(y)} for all x,y E F. 

Every field has at least one valuation, the trivial one which takes on the value 0 at 0 

and is 1 everywhere else. 

Each valuation determines a topology on F which turns it into a topological field, 

and we define two valuations on F to be equivalent if they determine the same topology. 

This gives an equivalence relation on the set of valuations ofF, and one can show that ¢ 1 

and ¢2 are in the same equivalence class iff there is a>.> 0 such that ¢ 1 (x) = ¢2(x)>- for 

all x E F. A valuation is said to be non-archimedean if we can take C = 1 in condition 

iii) above, and archimedean otherwise. Clearly this terminology can be extended to 

equivalence classes of valuations. 

From now on we suppose F is a number field (a finite field extension of the ratio

nals). The ring of integers, discriminant and group of roots of unity of a number field 

F will be denoted by OF, dF and Jl-F respectively. We define a place of F to be an 

equivalence class of non-trivial valuations of F. By Ostrowski's theorem ([Nar90],p90), 
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the archimedean places are in one-to-one correspondence with embeddings of F in C 

modulo complex conjugation, while the non-archimedean places are in one-to-one corre

spondence with non-trivial prime ideals of OF . We say that an archimedean place is real 

if the corresponding embedding maps F into JR, and complex if it does not. For every 

place v we single out a normalised valuation, written x f--t lxlv and defined as follows: 

If vis non-archimedean, corresponding to the prime ideal p, lxlv = (Np)-ordp(x), 

where ordp(x) := ordp(xOF) is the exponent of pin the prime ideal decomposition of 

xOF, and where Np = #(OF/p)*. We will also write ordv = ordp and Nv = Np. 

If v is archimedean, corresponding to an embedding t.p : F ---t C, then lxlv = lt.p(x) 1
8, 

where 8 is 1 or 2 depending on whether v is real or complex respectively. 

If vis a non-archimedean place ofF, corresponding to the prime ideal p, JF( v) = OF /P 
will denote the residue field of v. 

The set of archimedean places ofF will be written as Soo,F· 

A modulus of F is an element of the free abelian group on the non-archimedean and 

real archimedean places ofF, where all coefficients are non-negative, and all coefficients 

corresponding to the real archimedean places are at most 1. Thus we may also think 

of a modulus as being a pair consisting of an integral 0 F-ideal and a set of real places 

of F. We write this free abelian group multiplicatively, and say that the modulus m 

divides m' iff m'm- 1 is a modulus. In this case we write mlm'. 

Define the support of a fractional OF-ideal I to be 

supp(I) = { v a non-archimedean place ofF : ordv(I) =F 0}. 

If I is the integral ideal corresponding to a modulus m, define supp(m) = supp(I) and 

ordv(m) = ordv(I) if vis a non-archimedean. 

The signature group SgnF ofF is defined to be ffireal v{l, -1}, where {1, -1} is the 

group of units of Z (the direct sum is taken over all real archimedean places of F). We 

also define a signature map 

sgnF : Fx ---t SgnF : x ---t (sign(¢v(x)))real v, 

where <Pv is the embedding ofF in lR corresponding to v. 

If m is a modulus ofF, define the modified signature group by 

SgnF,m = E9 {1, -1}, 
real vim 

where the direct sum is taken over all real archimedean places of F dividing m. The 

modified signature map sgnF,m : px ---t SgnF,m is defined analogously to sgnF. 

*If S is a set, #S denotes its cardinality. 
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Given an extension K/k, any valuation of K restricted to k is clearly a valuation of 

k. If w is a place of K which contains a valuation whose restriction to k is a element of 

the place v, then the same is true for all valuations in w, and we say that w divides, or 

lies above v, and writ wlk = v. For every place v of k there exists a finite, non-empty 

set of places of K which lie above v; we use the notation ii to denote some fixed place 

of K dividing v. 

Suppose w divides v . If w (and hence v) is non-archimedean, let p and S.f3 be the prime 

ideals of Ok and () K corresponding to v and w respectively. Then Ok/P is canonically 

embedded in () K /S.fJ, and we define 

f(w / v) = dimok/ P (OK/S.fJ) , e(w/v) = ordq:J(POK)· 

On the other hand, if v and w are archimedean, define 

f(w/v) = 1 , e(w/v) = { 2 if vis ~eal and w is complex 
1 otherwise 

This ensures that lxlv = lxl~wjv)f(wjv) for all x E k. We say that w is ramified in K/k 

if e(w/v) > 1, and unramified otherwise, and that w splits completely in K/k iff it is 

unramified and f(w/v ) = 1. If the extension K/k is Galois, then e(w/v) and f(w/v) 

depend only on v, and we talk about v being ramified or splitting completely in K/k if 

ii is ramified or splits completely in K / k respectively. 

If S is a set of places of k , then SK denotes the set of places of K dividing those in 

S. Likewise, if m = fl v vnv is a modulus of k such that all archimedean places dividing 

mare unramified in K/k, define mx = fl v (flwlvwe(wjv) )nv, which is then a modulus 

of K. 

1.1.2 R[G]-modules and group representations 

Let R and S be commutative unital rings, and suppose A and B are S-modules. If A 

is also an R-module, we give A ® s B an R-module structure by considering A as an 

R-S-bimodule and B as a left S-module. If G is a group and there is a representation 

p: G ~ Auts(A) , then A is naturally an S[G]-module. We write a-a for p(a)(a) when the 

representation is clear from the context. If there are representations p : G ~ AutR(A) 

and p: G ~ Auts(B), we obtain a representation of G associated to A ®s B by defining 

a·(a ® b)= (a·a) ® (a ·b) . 

tsee [Gra03] for a dissenting view. 
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For any abelian group A, we will write RA as short-hand for the R-module R ®z A. 

We always give R the trivial G-action, so if A is an Z[G]-module, R[G] acts on RA by 

(L ruCJ) ·(r 0 a)= L rur 0 CJ·a. 
uEG uEG 

Iff : A -t B is a homomorphism, we will again write f for the homomorphism lR ®z f : 

RA -t RB. Although this notation is ambiguous, it should be clear from the context 

which function f refers to. We will usually take R to be a subring of C, and will 

abbreviate r 0 a by ra. 

Remark 1.1.1. If G is abelian and M is a left Z[G]-module, we may regard R[G] as an 

R[G]- Z[G]-bimodule and form the left R[G]-module R[G] ® z[G] M. This is isomorphic 

to the R[G]-module RM = R@z M, the isomorphism sending (I::uEGruCJ) 0 m to 

I::uEG ru 0 CJ·m. 

Let E be a subfield of C. Suppose Vis a (left) E[G]-module, of dimension n over E, 

corresponding to the representation p: G -t AutE(V) . If a is a field embedding of E in 

C, we define Co: to be C with a C-E-bimodule structure given by 1 E C acting on the left 

by 1 ·x = 1x, and 'f/ E E acting on the right by x·ry = xa(ry). We define vo: =Co: ®E V. 

If¢: V -t W is a homomorphism of E-vector spaces, we define ¢o: = lc"' ®E ¢. 

Iff E EndE(V) corresponds to the matrix Mij with respect to the basis {b1, ... , bn} 

of V, then 

n n 

fo:(1 0 bi) = 1 0 j(bi) = Ll 0Mijbj = LMij ·(l 0 bj), 
j=l j=l 

so fo: corresponds to the matrix Mij with respect to the basis {1 0 b1, ... , 10 bn} of vo:. 

If p is the representation associated to V, then po: : G -t Autc(Vo:) is defined by 

po: ( CJ) = p( CJ )o: for CJ E G. Therefore if X : G -t E is the character of p, xo: := a o x : 

G -t C is the character of Po:. 

Any Z[G]-module may also be regarded as a Z-module/abelian group. To avoid 

constant repetition in chapters 4 and 5, we adopt the convention that when referring 

to a Z[G]-module M, the word 'torsion ' will mean Z-torsion, and not Z[G]-torsion. We 

use M to denote M modulo torsion, and we write x for the image of x E M under the 

natural map M -t M. If M is torsion-free, we identify M with M. If R is a unital 

commutative ring containing Q, we will identify M with the image of Min RM. Since 

we will frequently~ealing with exterior powers modulo torsion, we use the notation 

-A~M to denote /\~ M. 
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If G is a finite group, we will use l c to denote the trivial one-dimensional character 

of G (and not the identity element of G t). We define Nc = 'l.::uEG o- E Z[G]. 

The map auga : Z [G] ---t Z : 'l.::uEG nuo- t---t 'l.::uEG nu is called the augmentation map, 

and we denote its kernel by Ia. Define Me= M/Ic·M. 

Results in the remainder of this section may be found in [Ser77]. Let G be a finite 

group, F a field. A finite-dimensional representation of G over F is a homomorphism 

p : G ---t AutF(V), where V is a finite-dimensional F-vector space (we will refer to 

finite-dimensional representations as representations, it being understood that all rep

resentation we consider are finite-dimensional). If for i = 1, 2, Pi : G ---t Vi is a rep

resentation of G ov r F, a morphism from P1 to P2 is an F-linear map <I> : V1 ---t V2 

such that <I> o (p1 ( o-) ) = P2 ( o-) o <I> for all o- E G. Each representation x gives a function 

x = Tr o p: G ---t F, called the character of the representation, and any two representa

tions are isomorphic iff they have the same characters. We can form the direct sum of 

two representations of the same group, and a representation is said to be irreducible if it 

is not isomorphic to the direct sum of two non-zero representations. For any irreducible 

character x of G, the central idempotent associated to x is defined by 

1 "'"""' -1 ex= #G ~ x(o-)o- E C[G]. 
uEG 

We now assume that F is algebraically closed. Every representation can then be 

uniquely written as the direct sum of irreducible representations (up to isomorphism 

and order) . If x and 'lj; are two characters of G, define 

1 "'"""' -1 (x, 'l/J)c = #G ~ x(o-)'l/J(o- ). 
uEG 

If x and 'lj; are irreducible, then 

{ 
1 X= 'l/J 

(X' 'lj;) G = 0 X -=/= 'lj; 

If G ---t AutFV is a representation, with character¢, the idempotents ex (x irreducible), 

can be used to give V a direct sum decomposition V ~ ffi xex·V, where dim(ex·V) = 

(x, ¢)a· This implies that (l c, ¢)a= dimF vc. 
Suppose H is a subgroup of G, and x and 'lj; are characters of H and G respectively. 

Let Ind~x be the character of Ind~V, where Vis an F[H]-module giving rise to x, and 

let Res~ 'lj; = 'l/JIH· Then 

(Ind~x, 'lj;) a = (x, Res~'lj;) H. 

tNote that if G is abelian, l a is the identity element of the character group G. 
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1.1.3 Some conventions 

If V is a finite-dimensional vector space and f E Aut(V), then det(JIW) is the deter

minant of flw: W ~ w §. We also write W ~ W when we mean W ~ W. 

When A and B are modules as in the previous subsection, we sometimes abbreviate 

the R-module A ®s B by A Q9 B when it is clear what Sis. 

Many objects we will deal with in this dissertation have a number of subscripts. At 

times we will omit t he subscripts when it is clear from the context what they are. In 

some of the later sections we will give advance warning as to which subscripts will be 

omitted, but this will not always be done. 

If G is a group and M is a left G-module which is written multiplicatively, we 

sometimes write main place of a·m (a E Z[G]). Note that this implies m(a{3) = (mf3)a. 

This should note be confused with Me, which is the submodule of all mE M for which 

()·m = m for all() E G. 

The trivial group will be written as n., while the identity morphism of an object X 

(in some category) will be denoted by 1x. 

Finally, N = {0, 1, 2, ... } and N+ = {1, 2, 3, ... }. 

§This is purely for typographical reasons. It would be more natural to write det(fl w), 
were it not for the fact that W may be given by a relatively complicated expression which 

would be awkward to read if it were a subscript. 



Chapter 2 

Preliminaries to Stark's 

conject re 

2.1 Artin £ -functions 

Let Kjk be a finite normal extension of number fields with Galois group G. We turn 

the set of places of K into a G-set by defining 

for all x E K , a E G. The action of G on the non-archimedean places corresponds to 

the action of G on prime ideals. If w lies above the place v of k, then so does a·w for 

every a E G, and one can show that G acts transitively on set of places of K lying above 

v ([Tat67] proposition 1.2 (ii), p 163). 

Let v be a place of k, and put w = v. Define 

Dw ={aEG:a ·w =w} 

to be the decomposit ion group of w. It is equal to the image of Gal(Kw/kv) in G. 

Suppose now that w is non-archimedean, corresponding to a prime ideal sp. One 

sees that 

Dw ={a E G: a(q:!) = qJ}. 

We also denote this by Dr;p. If i E N, the i-th ramification group of w is 

Gw,i ={a E G: a(x)- x E spi+l (Vx E OK)} , 

and we call Iw := Gw,o the inertia group of w. Since all elements of Dw fix sp, there is 

an obvious map Dw ~ Gal(IF(w)/IF(v)), which can be shown to be onto. Clearly the 

12 
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kernel of this map is Iw, so Dw/Iw is isomorphic to Gal(JF(w)/lF(v)) which is cyclic of 

order f(wjv) with generator x ~--+ x#JF(v) (see [Sma] p 13, for example). The element of 

Dw/Iw that corresponds to x ~--+ x#JF(v) will be denoted by (w, K/k) and is called the 

Frobenius automorphism corresponding to w. 

If w' = O"W is another place extending v, then Dw' = O" Dw0"-1 and Gw',i = O"Gw,w- 1. 

Thus if G is abelian, Dw and Gw,i depend only on v, and we sometimes denote these 

subgroups by Dv and Gv,i, and write (v, K/k) in place of (w, K/k). If the extension 

K/k is clear from the context, we abbreviate (w, K/k) by O"w (or O"v if wlv and K/k is 

abelian). 

Let p: G--+ Autc(V) be a complex finite-dimensional representation of G. Since Iw 

is a normal subgroup of Dw, V 1
w is a p(Dw)-invariant subspace of V. Thus we obtain a 

representation G--+ Autc(V1w), whose kernel clearly contains Iw, and so we can define 

a representation 

Pw : Dw/ Iw --t Autc(V1w) : O"lw 1--t p(O")Iviw. 

For any sEC with ~(s) > 1, the element 

1 - Pw(O"w)Nv-s 

of End(V1w) has an inverse 

f-1 
(1- Nv-fs)-1 LPw(O"wr Nv-rs 

r=O 

(where f = f(wjv) is the order of O"w), and so its determinant is non-zero. This 

determinant is independent of the choice of w extending v. 

Let S be a finite set of places of k including the archimedean ones. The function 

defined for {sEC: ~(s) > 1} by 

s ~--+ IT det (1- Pv(O"v)Nv-sr
1 

vr(:S 

(where v runs over the places of k not in S) can be analytically continued to a mero

morphic function on C. This only depends on the character x of p, and we call this the 

Artin L-function of t he extension K/k with respect to x, and denote it by Ls(s, x; K/k). 

We will also write Ls (s,x) for Ls(s,x;K/k) when it is not necessary to mention which 

extension we are dealing with. If S contains only the archimedean places, we will simply 

write L(s, x) in place of Ls(s, x). One can show that L(s, x) is defined and non-zero 

at s = 1 if x is a non-trivial irreducible character, while L(s, lc) has a simple pole at 

s = 1. 

Artin £-functions satisfy certain useful properties which we list below (proofs may 

be found in [Neu86] t heorem 4.2, pp 123-124) . 
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Additivity: 

For any two characters Xl and X2 of G, 

Ls(s, Xl + X2) = Ls(s , xl)Ls(s, X2) 

Hence every Artin L-function may be written as a product of Artin L-functions corre

sponding to irreducible representations. 

This also shows that Ls(s,x) has a pole of order (lc,x)c =dim vc at s = 1. 

Induction: 

If H is a subgroup of G and F = KH is the fixed field of H, then for a character x of 

H, 

LsF(s, x; K/F) = Ls(s , Ind~x; K/k). 

Inflation: 

IfF is a Galois extension of k containing K, then there is a canonical surjection 

1r: Gal(F/k) -t Gal(K/k): a t--t alx , 

and any character x of G gives a character Inflgx := x o 1r of H = Gal(F/k). One can 

show that 

Ls(s, x; K/k) = Ls(s,Inflgx; F/k). 

Suppose x is the character of the complex representation p : G -t Autc(V). Then p 

factors through 1r: G -t G/ker(p) (i.e. p = p' o 1r, where p': G/ker(p) -t Autc(V) is a 

(faithful) representation). Therefore if x' is the character of p', 

Ls(s, x'; Kker(p) /k) = Ls(s, x; Kjk). 

Thus every Artin L-function is equal to one defined by a faithful character. In partic

ular, every L-function given by a one-dimensional character is equal to an L-function 

associated to a character of an abelian Galois group. 

2.1.1 The Augmented Artin £-Function and the Functional Equation 

We now introduce the augmented Artin L-function, following the exposition in [Mar77] 

and [Tat84]. Define 

Y(s) = 7r-s/2r(s/2), 
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a meromorphic function with a pole of order 1 at s = 0 (Here r is Euler's gamma 

function). 

Let p : G --t Autc(V) be a complex representation of G with character X· If v is a 

real archimedean place of k, let 

av = dim VD;; , bv = codim VD;; 

(these are independ nt of the choice of v). We then define 

Y~(s) = Y(s)avY(s + 1)bv. 

If vis a complex arc imedean place of k, define Y~(s) = [Y(s)Y(s + 1)]X(l). Finally, we 

define Yx(s) = f1vE Soo Y~(s). 

Note that at s = 0, Y~(s) has a pole of order av if v is real, and of order x(1) = 

dim V =dim vDv if vis complex*. Thus Y x(s) has a pole of order 

L av + L x(1) = L dimVD;:; + L dimVD;; = L dimVDv. 
v real v complex v real v complex vESoo 

Also note that Y x ( s) is defined and non-zero at s = 1. 

Let v be a non-archimedean place of k. Define 

1 00 

n(x, v) = #I- L #Gv,icodim vGv,i . 
v i=O 

One can show that n(x, v) is always an integer (see [Ser79], plOO), and since Gv,i = 0 

for almost all v and i, n(x, v) is almost always zero. We then define f(x), the Artin 

conductor of X, by 

f(x) = IT p~(x,v)' 
VfOO 

where Pv is the prime ideal corresponding to v. Finally, define B(x) = !dklx(l) N(f(x)). 
The augmented rtin £-function A is then defined by 

A(s, x) = B(x)si 2Y x(s)L(s, x), 

and satisfies the functional equation 

A(s, x) = W(x)A(1- s , x), 

where W(x) E Cis a constant with absolute value 1, the Artin root number (see [Mar77] 

p 14). 

·u v is complex, D;; is trivial. 
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We may use this to determine the order of the zero of L(s, x) at s = 0; namely 

ords=oL(s, x) ords=lL(s, X)+ ords=l Y x(s)- ords=O Y x(s) 

= -dim vc + L dim vDw, 
vESoo 

since ords=lL(s, x) = -dim vc. 

2.2 Brauer's Theorem 

(2.1.1) 

A character of a finite group G is said to be monomial if it is induced by a one

dimensional character of some subgroup of G. The following useful theorem is due 

to Brauer ([Bra47] t eorem 1, p 503): 

Theorem 2.2.1. Every character of a finite group G can be written as a Z-linear com

bination of monomial characters. 

Hence for any character X of G = Gal(K/k), we can write X = Lj n/Itj, where 

n1 E Z and w j = Ind~/ 7/lj) for a one-dimensional character 7/lj of a subgroup Hj of G. 
If we let k1 = KHi, t hen by the addition and induction properties of Artin L-functions, 

Ls(s, x, K/k) = L(s, L nJ'Itj; K/k) 
j 

= II Ls(s, Ind~i(7P1 ); K/kti 
j 

II Lski (s, 7/lj; Kjk1ti. 
j 

Replacing K/kj by Kken/Ji /kj expresses Ls(s , x, K/k) is a product of integral powers of 

L-functions corresponding to abelian extensions. Thus we may often reduce questions 

about general L-functions to questions about L-functions corresponding to abelian ex

tensions (with one-dimensional characters). 

2.3 The Stark regulator 

This section follows [Tat84], chapitre I. Let K / k be a finite normal extension of number 

fields, and let S be a finite set of places of k, including all the archimedean ones. 

Let YK,S be the free abelian group on SK. This has a natural left G-action, induced 

by the action of G on SK. If we give Z the trivial G-action, the augmentation map 

augK : YK,S -t Z: L nww t---t L nw 
wESK wESK 
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is a surjective G-module homomorphism with kernel 

To simplify the notation, we will omit the subscripts K and S at times. Tensoring the 

short exact sequenc 

with e over Z gives a short exact sequence of C[G]-modules 

o -t ex -t eY -t e -t o. 

By semi-simplicity, eY ~ ex EB e (as C[G]-modules), and so if Xx and Xy are the 

characters of ex and eY respectively, we have X y = Xx + l c. 

Note that Y ~ EBvES Yv, where Yv is the free abelian group generated by the places 

of K above v, and thus has character Indg;:; lD;:; . 

Definition 2.3.1. If X is the character of a finite-dimensional complex representation 

of G , define 

rK/k,s(x) = ords=oLs(s, x; K/k). 

We will usually omit the subscript Kjk. 

Proposition 2.3.1. 

Proof. 

rs(x) = L dim vDv - dim vc = (x, Xx)c = dim(V®exK,s)G 
vES 

/ x, I::rndg;:; lD;:; -lc) 
\ vES G 

L (x, Indg;:; lD;:;)c - (x, l c)c 
vES 

L (Resgiix, l D;:;) D ;:; - dim vG 

vES 

Ldim vDv- dim vc, 
vES 

so the second equality holds. The third equality follows from 
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where the last equality comes from the fact that Xx takes on integer values. It remains 

to show that 

rs(x) = L dim vDv- dim vc. 
vES 

(2.3.1) 

Using Brauer 's theorem we may assume that x is one-dimensional. Note that in this 

case 

= { 0 Pv(O"v) = 1yr;; 
1 Pv(O"v) - 1vrv 

= dim(V1v)Dv/fv = dim(VDv). 

By equation 2.1.1, 2.3.1 is true if S = Soo,k· Suppose the equality holds for a particular 

set S; if v is a place of k not in S, then 

ords=oLs(s, X)+ ords=O det (1 - Pv(O"v)Nv-s!Vfv) 

= ords=oLs(s, X)+ dim VDv, 

and so by induction 2.3.1 holds for all S 2 Soo,k· D 

Remark 2.3.1. If Vis one-dimensional, then dim vDw is 1 or 0 depending on whether 

x is trivial on Dw or not, respectively, while dim vc is 1 if x = l c , and zero otherwise. 

This shows that 

rs(x) { 
# {v E S: XiDv = l D;; } if X# l c 

#S- 1 if X= l c 

Suppose F is a number field, and S a finite set of places ofF containing Soo,F· Let 

UF,S = {x E p x : lxlw = 1 (Vw ~ S)} be the group of S-units of F. Define theIR-linear 

map 

AF,S: IRUF,S ~ IRXF,S: ru t-t L r log iuiw wt. 
wES 

The proof of Dirichlet 's units theorem can be modified to show that AF,S is an isomor

phism (see [Nar90] theorem 3.5, pp 101-103). The images of Z-bases for "U;; and XF,S 

in IRU F,S and IRXF,S give IR-bases for the respective vector spaces, and we define the 

S-regulator RF,S to be the determinant of AF,S with respect to these bases. 

tThis is well-defined, since Lwes log lul w = log (flwes lulw) = log 1 = 0 by the prod

uct formula (see [Nar90] p 93, for example). 
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Dedekind's zeta function (F is defined by 

(2.3.2) 
a 

for R( s) > 1 (the sum running over integral ideal a) , and defined on the rest of C '-.. { 1} 

by analytic continuation. More generally, one defines the S-modified Dedekind zeta 

function (F,S by restricting the sum in 2.3.2 to those integral ideals prime to the non

archimedean places in S. Alternatively, one may define it as taking the sum over integral 

Op,s-ideals, where 

OF,S = {x E F: ordv(x) 2:: 0 for all places v ofF not inS} 

is the ring of S-integers of F . The S-modified Dedekind zeta function has a product 

expansion 

(F,s(s) = IT (1- Np-s)-1, 
p(t'S 

which is simply Ls(s, 11 ; F /F). 

By the Dirichlet class-number formula ([BS66]), 

l . 1-#Soor ( ) _ hpRp 
liDS o.,F S ----. 
s~o wp 

Let AF,S denote the S-class group ofF, that is, the quotient of the group of fractional 

Op,s-ideals by the subgroup of principal fractional Op,s-ideals. We claim that Dirichlet 's 

class-number formula can be generalised as follows: 

l . 1-#Sr ( ) hp,sRF,S 
1m S o.,FS S =- · 
s~o ' wp 

(2.3.3) 

where hF,S = #AF,S · If S = Soo ,F, this is just the usual formula. Suppose 2.3.3 holds 

for a set S 2 S00,F, and let v be a place ofF not in S, corresponding to the prime ideal 

p. Let d be the order pin AF,s, and let u be a generator of pd . Then hF,Su{v} = hF,s/d, 

and RF,Su{v} = RF,S Jlog JuJvl = Rp,sdlog Nv. Since adding v to S increases the left

hand side of equation 2.3.3 by lims~o s-1 (1 - Nv- 8
) = log Nv, the result follows by 

induction. 

We consider again a normal extension of number fields Kjk with Galois group G. 

If S 2 Br~o,k is a finite set of places of k , we write U K,S = U K ,SK, AK,S = AK,SK, 

OK,S = OK,SK, etc. 

Let JK/k,S : Yk ,S ----+ YK,S be the Z[G]-homomorphism defined by 

j(v) = Nc·v = #Dv L a·v 
aDv EG/Dv 
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for v E S. Since augK o j = #Gaugkl j restricts to a map Xk---+ XK , which we again 

denote by j. If u E Uk,S, then 

vES uD;;EG/D;; 

= L log JuJvj(v) = j(>-.k(u)). 
vES 

In other words, 

(2.3.4) 

commutes. Likewise, if u E U K,s, then 

L log Julw = #~- L log Juluv = L log Jo-- 1 ·uJi/#D;; =log JN Kjk ( u) lv, 
w!v v uEG uEG 

(2.3 .5) 

is commutative. 

Since AK,S gives an IR[GJ-isomorphism between IRU and IRX, these two modules 

give rise to the same character. Tensoring a Q[GJ-module with IR over Q leaves the 

character unchanged, so QU and QX have the same character and are thus isomorphic 

as Q[GJ-modulest. 

Hence we can find a Q[GJ-isomorphism f: QX---+ QU, which after tensoring with C 

over Q gives a C[GJ-isomorphism f: CX---+ CU. 

Definition 2.3.2. Let V be a C[G]-module with character x, and let f: QX---+ QU be 

a Q[G]-isomorphism. The Stark regulator is defined to be 

R(x , f)= det ( lvQSJ(A. o f)J (VQS)CX)c). 

~although there does not seem to be a canonical way of choosing such an isomorphism. 
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Like the regulator of a number field , the Stark regulator is a combination of loga

rithms of normalised valuations of units. 

Remark 2.3.2. We define V* = Homqc] (V, C[G]) , and give it the obvious C[G]-module 

structure. Let (A o f)v be the image of A of under the functor Homc(V* , _) , i.e. 

(A o f)v : Homqc] (V*, CX) -+ HomqG] (V*, CX) : h ~--+ A of o h. 

(VQ9CX)c is naturally isomorphic to Homqcj(V*,CX) (see appendix A.l.l), and 

under this isomorphism, the restriction of lv Q9(A of) to (V Q9 CX)G corresponds to 

(A o f)v. Hence 

R(x, f)= det((A o f)v). 

This is the definitio used in the book by Tate ([Tat84] p 26). 

Remark 2.3.3. Although the Q[G]-modules QX and QU are isomorphic, this is not in 

general true of the Z[G] modules X and fJ. For example, consider the case K = Q((), 

k = Q((2
), S = 800 , where ( = i13. The Galois group Gal(K/k) has order 2, and is 

generated by T : ( ~--+ -(. The places in SK correspond to the embeddings 

WI : ( 1--t ±(, W+ : ( 1--t i(, W_ : ( 1--t -i(, 

hence {w1- w+,wl- w_} is a Z-basis for X. Using PARI-GP, we find that the image 

of { ( 2 
- 2, ( 3 + (2 + ( + 2} in fJ gives a Z-basis for fJ. With respect to these integral 

bases, T corresponds to the matrices 

and ( ~ ~1) 
respectively. One can easily show that these two matrices are not conjugate by an 

element of GL2 (Z), hence no Z[G]-isomorphism f: X-+ fJ exists. 

Remark 2.3.4. T here is an alternative way of describing R(x, f) when x is one

dimensional. Let (A o f)x be A o f with domain and codomain restricted to e.x · CX. 

There is an isomorphism of C-vector spaces 
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and since the diagram 

1 @(Ao/) 

().oj)x 
ex·CX------ ex ·CX 

commutes, R(x, f) = det(>. o f)x· 

2.3.1 Behaviour under addition, induction and inflation of characters 

Let us consider the general case again. We will show that Rs(x, f) behaves similarly to 

Ls(s, x) under addition, induction and inflation of characters. 

Additivity 

For any two characters XI and X2 of G, 

The proof is straight forward, and therefore omitted. 

Induction 

Let L/k be a Galois subextension of K/k, let H = Gal(K/L), and let V be a C[H]
module. There is a natural isomorphism 

HomqH] (V*, CXx,sL) ~ HomqG] (Ind~ V*, CXx,s) 

(see A.l.2), so the diagram 

().of)v 
Homq H] (V*, CXx,sL) -------+- HomqHJ (V*, CXx,sL) 

"l {Aof)'"'~(V) "l 
HomqG] (I d~ V*, CXx,s) Homqc] (Ind~ V*, CXx,s) 

commutes. The definition of R(x, f) given by Tate (remark 2.3.2), and the fact that 

Ind~V* = (Ind~V) * , then shows that RsJx, j; K/ L) = Rs(Ind~x, j; K/k). 

§We identify t he underlying C vector space of V with C. 
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Inflation 

Suppose Eisa Galois extension of k containing K, and let H = Gal(E/k). Suppose we 

have a commutative diagram of the following form: 

(2.3.6) 

where fE and fK are isomorphisms~. If we regard QXK and QXK as H-modules via 

the restriction-to-K map H ----t G, then jE/k is an H-homomorphism since the inclusion 

QUK ----t QUE is. Therefore, for any C[H]-module V, lv ®jE/K maps (V ®CXK)c = 

(V ® CXK )H into (V ® CXE)H. Combining 2.3.4 and 2.3.6 gives the following com

mutative diagram 

(V®CXE)H 

ll@jE/K 

(V ®CXK )G 

Since the £-function satisfy the induction property, 

dim(V®CXE)H = rs(Infit§x; Ejk) = rs(x; K/k) = dim(V®CXK )c. 

(2.3.7) 

Therefore, since the vertical maps in diagram 2.3. 7 are injective, they are isomorphisms, 

and so 

Rs(x, fK; K/k) = Rs(Infit§x, fE, Ejk). 

Some final definit ions before we are able to state Stark's conjecture: Let 

cs(x; K/k) = lim
0 

s-rs(x) Ls(s, x) 
s-. 

be the leading coefficient in the Taylor expansion of Ls(s, x) about s = 0. 

,Given an isomorphism !K : QXK ---+ QUK, we can always find an isomorphism fs : 

QXs ---+ QUe to make the diagram commute, since the category ofQ[G]-modules is semi

simple. 
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Choose an isomorphism of Q[G]-modules f : QXK,S --t QU K,S and define 

A ( f· K/k) = Rs(x, f; K/k) 
8 x, ' cs(x; K/k) · 

Since R(x, f) and c(x) satisfy the same additivity, induction and inflation properties, 

so does A(x, f). 



Chapter 3 

Stark's conjecture 

As in the previous section, most of the results in this chapter are taken from [Tat84] 

chapitre I. 

3. 1 Statement of Stark's principal conjecture 

As before, let Kjk be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G, letS be 

a finite set of places of k containing the archimedean ones, and choose an isomorphism 

of Q[GJ-modules f: Q XK,S --t QUK,S· 

Stark's principal conjecture, as reformulated by Tate, is 

Conjecture 3 .1.1. For any complex character x of G, and any a E Aut(C), 

A(x, Jt' = A(xa, f). 

This may not appear to be a generalisation of Dirichlet's class number formula (and 

in fact it isn't), but we will show that it generalises a weaker form of Dirichlet's formula. 

Define Q(x) = Q(x(G)), and let p be a representation of G with character X· If a E G, 

the eigenvalues of p(a) are g-th roots of unity (g =#G), so Q(x) ~ Q(() , where (is a 

primitive g-th root of unity. Hence every embedding of Q(x) in C is the restriction of 

va : ( t--t (a for some a coprime to g. Since va(x(a)) = x(aa) E Q(x) for every a E G, 

we see that Q(x)/Q is normal. 

Stark's conjecture implies that for any a E Gal(C/Q(x)), 

and hence A(x, f) E Q(x). One sees thus that Stark's conjecture is equivalent to: 

{ 
A(x, f) E Q(x), 

A(x, J)a = A(xa, f) (Va E Gal(Q(x)/Q)). 

25 
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This implies that c(x ) = A(x, f)- 1 R(x, f) is the product of an element of Q(x) and a 

combination of logarithms of normalised valuations of Sx-units, generalising the class 

number formula. 

3.2 Independence of f 

As it stands, it appears that the conjecture depends on the choice of the isomorphism 

f : QX --t QU. However, we shall show that if the conjecture holds for one choice of f, 
it holds for all others. 

Suppose j, f' : QX --t QUare Q[G]-isomorphisms. It suffices to show that given any 

a E Gal(C/Q), 
A(xa, !') 
A(xa , f) , 

so if B(x) = ~t~,jJ, we wish to show that B(x)a = B(xa) . Since 

B(x) 
A(x, f') R(x, !') det ( 1vQ9c(.X o !')I (V® cCX)G) 
A(x, f) R(x,J) det(lvQ9c(.Xof)I(VQ9cCX)G) 

det (1v Q9c(f- 1 o J')l (VQ9cCX)G) = det (1vQ9Q(J-1 o J')l (VQ9QQX)G) , 

it remains to prove t hat for any Q[G]-isomorphism g: QX --t QX, 

(3.2.1) 

(We have omitted the subscript Q from Q9). If h : W --t W is an endomorphism of a 

finite-dimensional complex vector space W, then det (hiW)a = det (halwa), hence the 

left-hand side of equation 3.2.1 is equal to 

Since a leaves elements of Q fixed , there is a well-defined map 

which is clearly an isomorphism. Since the diagram 

commutes, 3.2.1 holds. 
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3.3 Independence of S 

In this section, we prove that for a given extension, the truth of the conjecture is 

independent of the setS (so it suffices to prove it for S = 8 00). By Brauer's theorem and 

the additivity, induct ion and inflation properties of As(x, f), it is enough to prove this 

for faithful one-dimensional characters . Suppose x(1) = 1. To prove the independence of 

S, it is enough to show that if S is a finite set of places of k containing the archimedean 

ones, and v is a place of k not in S, then the conjecture is true for S if and only it is 

true for S' = S U { v}. 
Let U = Us, X = Xs, U' = Us', X' = Xs'· In general, we will use a prime to 

indicate that a quantity is defined using S', so for example c'(x) = cs,(x). Note that by 

proposition 2.3.1, r'(X) = r(x) +dim VDv. 

Suppose f : QX ~ QU is a Q[G]-isomorphism. By semi-simplicity, we may view 

QX and QU as direct summands of QX' and QU' respectively, so f can be extended to 

a Q[G]-isomorphism f': QX' ~ QU'. It suffices to show that if 

n(x) = A(x, f)/A'(x, J') , 

then O(x) 0 = O(x0
) for all a E Gal(ejQ). 

Let w = ii. We consider two cases: 

Case 1: Dw is non-trivial 

Since the representation is faithful and Vis one-dimensional, vDw = {0}, and so r'(x) = 

r(x). We may view ex as a submodule of ex', and thus there is a canonical embedding 

of (V ® ex)c in (V ® eX')G. Since these spaces have the same dimension over e, this 

embedding is an isomorphism; since >..'of' with domain and codomain restricted to ex 
is .A of, it is clear that R(x, f)= R'(x, f'). Therefore 

O(x) = c'(x)jc(x) = det(1- <JwiV1w), 

which is either 1 - X(<Jw) or 1, depending on whether V1
w is V or {0}. In either case, 

O(x)a = O(X0
) for all a E Gal(ejQ), and we are done. 

Case 2: Dw is trivial 

In this case, <Jw = 1, and r'(x) = r(x) + 1 . Suppose w corresponds to the prime ideal 

q:J ; then qJhK = nDK for some n E OK. Pick any w 0 E S, and define 

X= w- e10 ·wo E QX'. 
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Note that QU' ~ QU EB Q[G]'1r and QX' ~ QX EB Q[G}x, and let j : Q[G]·x -t Q[G]'1r be 

the Q[G]-module isomorphism that sends x to 7T. Since the truth of the Stark conjecture 

for S' is independent of the choice of f', we may assume that f' = f EB j. 
Choose ordered Q-bases for QU and QX and extend these to Q-bases for QU' and 

QX' by adding {a· 7T : a E G} and {a· x : a E G} respectively (choose some ordering 

of G). We also view these as bases for the vector spaces obtained by tensoring with C. 

For each a E G, 

>.'(a·?T) = >.(a·7T) + L log la ·7TI')'UJI·W = >.(a·?T) +log 17Tiwa·w 
"YEG 

= >.(a·7T ) +log 17Tiwa·x +log 17Tiwelc ·Wo =log 17Tiwa ·x (mod CX). 

Therefore, if we let M(>.) and M(f) be the matrices corresponding to >. and f with 

respect to the chosen bases for CU and CX respectively, the matrices corresponding to 

X and f' with respe t to the extended bases are respectively 

M(>.') = ( M(>.) * ) 
0 log 17Ti wlg 

and 

where Ig is the g x g identity matrix and * represents some unspecified matrix. Because 

(V ® CX')G ~ (V®CX)G EB (V® C[G]·x)c, 

where (V ® C[G]·x)G ~ Cex·x is one-dimensional, R'(x, f') =log 17TiwR(x, f). Finally, 

the fact that 

c'(x) lim s-r(x)- 1(1- Nv- 8 )Ls(s, x) (since aw = 1) 
s-+0 

= (lim s-1(1- Nv - 8
)) (lim s-r(x) Ls(s, x)) 

s-+0 s-+0 

= log Nv c(x) 

showsthatD(x) = log Nvjlogi7Tiw = logNvjlogNw-h = -1/h, andsoD(x)a = D(xa) 
for all a E Gal(C/Q) . 

3.4 Reduction to special cases 

Given a Galois exten ion of number fields K / k, let F be the normal closure of K over 

Q, and put H = Gal(F/Q), r = Gal(F/k). Then 

A(x, f; Kjk) = A(Infl&x, J; Fjk) = A(Ind~Infl&x , J; Fj!Q) . 

Therefore Stark's conjecture is true if it holds for every Galois extension of Q. 

By Brauer's theorem, we see that Stark's conjecture is true if it holds for all irre

ducible characters of abelian Galois groups. 
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3.5 Proofs of Stark's conjecture in special cases 

Stark's conjecture has been proven in a number of special cases, the most significant 

being in [Sta75], where Stark gives a proof of his conjecture in the case where the 

character takes on rational values (see also [Tat84] chapitre II and [Das] chapter 9). As 

this proof is rather long, we omit it, and prove the conjecture in some easier cases. 

3 .5.1 The trivial character 

We will show that St ark's conjecture is true for the trivial character l a. Since 

A(lc, f; K/k) = A(Inflt l ll, f; K/k) = A(l ll, fo; k/k), 

(where f : QXK ---t QUK extends fo : QXk ---t QUk), we may assume K = k. In this 

case the £-function concerned is just the Dedekind zeta function of k. 

By Dirichlet's class number formula, 

so if we can show that R(lc, f)/ Rk E Q, we will be done. 

We have defined Rk to be the absolute value of the determinant of )..k : Uk ---t Xk 

with respect to Z-bases for Uk and Xk . If f : QXk ---t QUk is an isomorphism, then 

R(l c,J) = ±Rk det(f), where det(f) is calculated with respect to Z-bases for Uk and 

Xk> considered as Z-bases for QUk and QXk respectively. Since f is a function between 

rational vector spaces, det(f) E Q, completing the proof. 

Remark 3 .5. 1. From the above result, we may easily prove that the conjecture holds 

for extensions K/k with [K: k] = 2. Let x be the non-trivial irreducible representation 

of G. Then since lc + x = Indf1 1 , we see by using the additivity, induction and 

inflation properties of A( , ) that 

A( l ll, f', K/K) = A(l :u. , j , k/k)A(x , j' , K/k) , 

and so the conjecture is true for x since it holds for the trivial character. 

3.5 .2 T he symmetric group on 3 letters 

Stark's conjecture holds for quadratic extensions since the non-trivial character can be 

built up out of trivial characters by applying the inflation, induction and additivity prop

erties of £-functions , and clearly this is true in general. A somewhat more complicated 

example of this is given below (The core idea is taken from [SanOl] p 7) . 
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Suppose K / k is a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G isomorphic 

to S3, the symmetric group on three letters. Let T be an element of G of order 2, let a 

be an element of G of order 3, and let F be the subfield of K fixed by (T). The group G 

has three irreducible characters; let ¢be the non-trivial one-dimensional character, and 

'lj; be the irreducible two-dimensional character (the character table is given below). 

{1} { T, TCJ, Ta2} {a,a2} 

l c 1 1 1 

¢ 1 -1 1 

'1/J 2 0 -1 

Let <p be the non-trivial character of Gal(K/ F) = (T) ~ 7lj27L The identities 

'lj; = Indt) l (7 )- l c and ¢ = Indt)<p- 'lj; 

show that Stark's conjecture holds for all characters of G. Since all characters of a 

symmetric group take on rational values ([JK81] theorem 1.2.17, p 15), this also follows 

from the theorem proved by Stark. 

Let L be the subfield of K fixed by the elements of G of order 3, and let x and x be 

the non-trivial irreducible characters of H = Gal(K/L) ~ 7lj37l. Then 

Ind~x = Ind~x = '1/J, · 

so Stark's conjecture holds for the cubic extension K/L as well*. However, there does 

not appear to be a proof of Stark's conjecture for general cubic extensions. 

*In general , if Klk is a normal extension of number fields with Galois group G having 

a normal subgroup H, then Stark's conjecture holds for K I KH and all characters of H if 

it holds for Klk and all characters of G. Likewise, Stark's conjecture holds for KH lk and 

all characters of G I H if it holds for K I k and all characters of G. 



Chapter 4 

Preliminaries to the Rubin-Stark 

conject re 

4.1 R[G]-modules 

Let G be a finite abelian group, R a commutative unital ring. 

4.1.1 R[G]-lattices 

Definition 4.1.1. An R[GJ-lattice is an R[G]-module whose underlying R-module is 

free on a finite number of generators. 

Let M be an R[GJ-module, which we may also view as an R-module. Define M* = 

Homn[GJ(M, R[G]). We have a natural isomorphism of R[GJ-modules 

Homn[GJ(M, R[G]) ~ Homn(M, R) 

(see appendix A.l.1 for this isomorphism and the R[G]-module structure on Homn(M, R)). 
Suppose now that M is finitely generated* and that R is a principal ideal domain; by 

the structure theorem for finitely generated modules over principal ideal domains (see 

[Bly77] theorem 16.6, p 300), the underlying R-module of M is a direct sum of free and 

torsion. Thus the underlying R-module of M* is free on a finite number of generators. 

Hence M* is an R[GJ-lattice, and we see that if M is an R[GJ-lattice to begin with, M** 

is naturally isomorphic to M. 

We prove the following homological algebra lemma (based on [Pop02] lemma 5.2.1 , 

pp 15 - 16) for later reference 

'either as an R[GJ-module or an R-module; G is finite so it makes no difference. 

31 
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Lemma 4.1.1. Let D be a Dedekind domain and M a finitely generated D[G]-module. 

i) If M is D-torsion-free, then Ext2J[c] (M, D[G]) = 0 for all n ~ 1. 

ii) Ext2J[c](M, D[G]) = 0 for all n ~ 2. 

Proof. Let U : D[G]-Mod ---t D-Mod be the forgetful functor. Since the functors 

U(HomD[GJ(_, D[G])) and HomD(U(_), D) (from D[G]-Mod to D-Mod) are naturally 

isomorphic, the right derived functors of U(HomD[G](_, D[G]) ) and HomD(U(_), D) are 

too. If Pis a projective D[G]-module, then U(P) is a projective D-modulet , soU applied 

to any projective resolution of M gives a projective resolution of U(M). Thus the right 

derived functors of HomD(U(_), D) are Ext2J(U(_) , D) (up to natural isomorphism), and 

so there exist natural isomorphisms 

U(Ext2J[c](_, D[G])) £:o! Extl)(U(_), D). 

Therefore it is enough to show that 

i) If M is D-torsion-free, then Extl)(U(M), D) = 0 for all n ~ 1. 

ii) Extl)(U(M) , D) = 0 for all n ~ 2. 

Part i) follows from the fact that D-torsion-free modules are projective D-modules 

([Coh03] p 373). To show that ii) holds, let 

(4.1.1) 

be a short exact sequence of D-modules, where F1 and Fo are D-torsion free (choose 

Fo to be free and let F1 be the kernel of Fo ---t M). The long exact sequence of Ext 

modules, together with i) , shows that ii) holds. 0 

Corollary 4.1.1. If 0 ---tA---t B ---t C ---t 0 is an exact sequence of Z[G]-lattices, then 

0 ---t C* ---t B* ---t A* ---t 0 is also exact. 

4.1.2 Exterior powers 

Let R be a commutative unital ring, M an R-module. We write 1\R M for the exterior 

algebra of M. It has the structure of a Z-graded R-algebra 1\R M £:o! ffi rEZ /\~ M (we 

use the convention that /\~ M = {0} if r < 0). If f : N ---t M is a homomorphism of 

R-modules, there is a unique R-algebra homomorphism 1\R f : 1\R N ---t 1\R M which 

preserves grading and , when its domain and codomain are restricted to /\k N £:o! N and 

tu P ffi P' ~Us D[GJ, then U(P) ffi U(P') ~ Usxc D . 

> 
' • ~ -t. "i'rl.d~.~ .. '"'~ .... ,., •• ~ ~:: ...... "' ...... ~--c~'"""'>l:'lh""l~"·-··1·-~'l;,~'ql\li"'~~-f>.l~~-, .............. ~ .-. '' 
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/\k M ~ M respectively, coincides with f. We write f (r) : /\~ N --? 1\~ M for the 

restriction of 1\R f. 
If N and M are both free of rank r with bases { n1, ... , nr} and { m1, .. . , mr } re

spectively, then f(r)(n 1 1\ ... 1\nr) = det(f)m1/\ .. . 1\mr, where the determinant is taken 

with respect to the given bases. 

One can show that 

r 

I\~(M$ N) ~ EB (1\~-iM®R/\~N) ' ( 4. 1.2) 
i=O 

and that if M is an S-module, A an S-algebra, then 

([Mat86] p 284) . This isomorphism applied to the case where R = Z[G] and A= Q[G], 
together with remark 1.1.1 , shows that 

In general, if N is a submodule of M, /\~ N will not be a submodule of/\~ M (unless 

r = 0 or 1). For example, if I is an ideal of R , t hen /\~ R = 0, but /\~ I may not be 

zero if I is nonprincipal (see [Mat86] pp 283 - 284). However, in certain cases we will 

have inclusion. For example, if N is a direct summand of M, say M ~NEB N', then 

We will use the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.1.1. Suppose N is a submodule of the G-module M. Then for every 

n E N,-7\~[G]N may be identified with a submodule of-7\~[C]M . 

Proof. Q /\~[GJ N ~ /\Q[GJ QN is a submodule of Q /\~[GJ M ~ /\Q[GJ QM since QN is 

a direct summand of QM. But-7\~[G]N and-7\~[G]M are embedded in Q /\~[G] N and 

Q /\~[G] M respectively, so-7\~[G]N --?-A~[GJM must be injective. 0 

4.1.3 Rubin's modified exterior power 

For any r EN, ther is an R-linear map": M*--? HomR (1\R M, 1\R M) defined by 

t 

""""' +1 t-(¢)(m1/\ .. . I\ mt) = 6 ( -1)1 ¢(mj) ·m1/\ . . . I\ ffij-1 1\ mj+1/\ .. . I\ mt 
j=1 
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on monomials and extended R-linearly to all of 1\R M (we use the convention that a sum 

from j = 1 to j = 0 is 0). Observe that iff: M--+ M' is an R-module isomorphism, 

(4.1.3) 

We extend & to a function & : 1\R M* --+ HomR (1\R M, 1\R M) by defining &(<PI 1\ ... 1\ 

¢r) = &(¢1 ) o .. . o&(¢r )t. It is clear that for every r, t E N, if¢ E /\~ M* and m E 1\k M, 

then &(¢)(m) E /\ t;;r M. 

One can show that under the identification of /\~ M with R, 

(cite) From now on we only consider the case where R = Z[G] and M is finitely generated. 

In [Rub96], Rubin defines the following modified exterior power: 

Let C be the cokernel of the inclusion & ( /\~[G] M*) --+ ( /\~[G] M) *. By tensoring with 

C and writing CM = ffixEG ex·CM, we see that CC = 0. Thus Cis finite, and soC*= 0. 

Therefore by lemma 4.1.1 there is an exact sequence 

Since C is finite, so is Exti[G] ( C, Z[ G]). It follows that we may identify Ai [c],oM with 

Note that if¢ E /\~[G] M*, then 

&( ¢) ( 1\~[G],OM) ~ 1\~[~J,OM. 

4.2 Basic definitions 

Definition 4.2.1. Let m be a modulus of a number field F. We say that a E px is 

congruent to 1 mod m {in symbols, a = 1 modxm), if ordv(a- 1) ~ ordv(m) for all 

v E supp(m), and if sgnFm(a) is the identity of SgnFm· 
' ' 

Given a set of places S => Soo,F of a number field F, and a modulus m ofF such 

that supp(m) n S = 0, we define the following: 

tor course one needs to check that this is well-defined. 
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• Fm = {x E F x : ordv(x) = 0 (Vv E supp(m))}. Observe that this is a subgroup of 

F x . 

• Ff = {x E F x : x = 1 modxm}. Note that if x = 1 modxm, then ordv(x) = 

ordv(1) = 0 for all v E supp(m) (otherwise ordv(x- 1) = min{ordv(x), ordv(1)}:::; 

0). Thus Ff is a subgroup of Fm. 

• QF,m = Fm/F1m§. We will give a more concrete description of QF,m in due course. 

• fF,S,m is the free abelian group on the places ofF not inS U supp(m). There is a 

group homomorphism 

diVFSm: Flm---+ ~FSm: X 1---t 
' ' ' ' 

ordv(x)v. 
v¢Susupp(m) 

• AF,S,m = coker(divF,S,m) = ~F,S,m/divF,S,m(Ff) - the 'S-ray class group modulo 

m' . One could also describe this as the group of fractional OF,s-ideals prime to the 

non-archimedean part of m, modulo the subgroup of principal fractional OF,s-ideals 

with a generat r congruent to 1 mod m. 

• UF,S,m = ker(divF,S,m) = {u E Ff : ordv(u) = 0 (Vv rf; S)} = Ff n UF,S· Thus 

there is an exact sequence 

(4.2.1) 

• 1-LF,m is the torsion subgroup of u F,S,m, i.e. 1-LF,m = /-LF n u F,S,m = /-LF n Ff. We also 

define WF,m = # 1-LF,m· 

In appendix A.6, we show that there exists a long exact sequence 

(4.2.2) 

From this , we see that 

(4.2.3) 

Since AF,S,m is AF,S composed with the inclusion U F,S,m/ /-LF,m ~ U F,s/ /-LF , the definition 

of RF,S,m gives 

[UF,S/1-LF: UF,S,m/1-LF,m]RF,S 

[UF,S: UF,S,m]R [UF,S: UF,S,m]wF,mR 
[ l F,S = FS· 
/-LF : 1-LF,m WF ' 

§This is non-standard notation. The notation (OK /m) x is more commonly used . 
'~~We will compute QF,m shortly, and show that it is finite . 

(4.2.4) 
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Putting equations (2.3.3), ( 4.2 .3) and ( 4.2.4) together gives 

#Q 1. 1-#S; ( ) _ hF,s,mRF,S,m 
F m 1m s -,F S S - - . 

' s-+0 ' WF,m 
(4.2.5) 

For the rest of this dissertation, K / k will be a finite abelian extension of number fields 

with Galois group G, and all characters of G will be assumed to be one-dimensional. 

Suppose S 2 Soo,k is a finite set of places of k containing all places which ramify in 

K/k, and suppose m is a modulus of k such that supp(m) nS = 0, and such that no real 

archimedean place dividing m is ramified in Kjk. We then define Ax,s,m = Ax,sK,mK' 

Ux,s ,m = Ux,sK ,mK' Qx,m = Qx,mK' etc. (In general, we replaceS and m by Sx and 

mx). All the groups defined above have natural G-module structures, and all the group 

homomorphisms are G-homomorphisms. 

Putting F = k and F = K in the exact sequence 4.2.1 gives two sequences which fit 

together to give the following commutative diagram: 

0 --- U K,S,m --~ K!----+ fx,S,m ___. Ax,S,m --- 0 

1 1 riK/k ri~/k 
0--- uk,S,m --~ k!--~ fk,S,m ~ Ak,S,m ---0 

The first two vertical maps are the natural inclusions, ix;k sends v E fk,S ,m to I:wlv w E 

fx ,s ,m, and ii;k is induced by the previous ones. We use the map ix;k : fk,S,m --t 

fx,S, m to identify fk,S, m with a submodule of fx ,S,m· 

We also have 

0 --- U K,S,m --~ Kf'-----+ fx,s,m- Ax,s,m --- 0 

NK/ k 1 NK/ k 1 N"f/ k 1 N~/k 1 
0--- Uk,S,m k! fk,S,m ~ Ak,S,m ---0 

The two first two vertical maps are restrictions of Nx;k : K x --t kx, N"f/k sends 

w E fx,S,m to Nc · w = #Dw I:w'lv w' = #Dwi(v) (where v = wik), and N:/k is 
induced by the others. 

4.2.1 The Z[G]-module structure of Qx,m 

The following proposition shows that the calculation of Qx,m can be reduced to the case 

where m is the pow r of a single place. 
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Proposition 4.2.1. If m and n are relatively primell moduli of k, then QK,mn ~ 

QK,mffiQK,n 

Proof. There is an obvious map QK,mn -t QK,m E9 QK,n, which is injective since x = 
1 modxmK and x = 1 modxnK imply x = 1 modxmKnK. 

We now show that the map is onto. Let a and b be representatives of elements of 

QK,m and QK,n respectively. By theorem A.3.1, we can find x E K such that: 

• ordw(x- b/a) 2: ordw(nK)- ordw(a) for all wE supp(nK), 

• ordw(x- 1) 2: rdw(mK) for all wE supp(mK ), 

• sgnK,n(x) = sgnK,n(a/b), 

• sgnK,m(x) is the identity element of SgnK,m· 

For all wE supp(nK ), 

ordw(axjb- 1) = ordw(x- b/a) + ordw(a)- ordw(b) 2: ordw(nK), 

since ordw(b) = 0. Also, sgnK,n(ax/b) is the identity of SgnK,n' soy := axjb E Kf. By 

construction, x E Kf. Therefore ax= byE KmK n KnK = KmKnK, and it is clear that 

the equivalence clas of ax = by gets mapped to the equivalence classes of a and b in 

QK,m and QK,n respectively. D 

Suppose now that m = vn, where v is a place of k and n E N+. We consider two 

cases: 

Case 1: v archimedean 

In this case Km = Kx . The natural map Km -t SgnK m is onto by proposition A.3.1, 
' 

and has kernel Kf. Thus Q K,m ~ SgnK,m ~ ffi wlv Z/2Z as an abelian group, and if 

we consider the natural action of G on ffi wlv Z/2Z, we see that QK,m ~ (Z/2Z)[G] ~ 

Z[G]/2Z[G] as a G-module. 

Case 2: v non-archimedean 

First we show that very element of QK,m has a representative in OK. Given x E Km , 

the approximation theorem A.3.1 implies that we can find y E Kx such that 

• ordw(Y- 1) 2: ordw(m) for all wE supp(mK), 

• ordw(Y) 2: -ordw (x) for all non-archimedean w fl. supp(mK), 

IIWe say that two moduli are relatively prime if no place divides both . 
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• sgnK,m(Y) is the identity of SgnK,m· 

Then y E Kf and xy E OK. 

Let p be the ideal of Ok corresponding to v. Because every element of QK,m has a 

representative in OK, QK,m can be described as the multiplicative monoid OK n Km = 

n'+ll p ( 0 K '-.. I.TJ) modulo the congruence 

x cv y ¢:? ordw(xjy- 1) ~ n for all wlv 

¢:? ordw(x- y) ~ n for all wlv (since ordw(Y) = 0) 

¢:? x-yEpnoK. 

Any representative of an element of (OK jpnoK )X must lie in n'+liP(OK ....... 1.13), so QK,m ~ 

(OK jpnOK )x. 

4.2.2 Fitting ideals 

Let R be a commutat ive unital ring, and let M be a finitely generated R-module. Choose 

a free presentation 

f 
F1 ___. Fo ___. M -- 0 , (4.2.6) 

where Fo has finite rank, equal to to n. The first Fitting ideal FittR(M) is defined to 

be the image of 

f(n) : (\~F1 -t (\~Fo ~ R. 

It is clear that this is an ideal of R, and independent of the choice of isomorphism 

(\~ F0 ~ R, but it t akes more work to show that FittR(M) does not depend on the 

choice of the present ation (see [Nor] theorem 1, p 58). One can define other Fitting 

ideals, but we will not make use of them and will thus refer to the first Fitting ideal 

as simply the Fitting ideal. Some properties of Fitting ideals can be found in appendix 

A.2. 

Fitting ideals of a number of Galois module occur in connection with the Rubin-Stark 

conjecture, and it appears that the Fitting ideal of QK,m plays a part. In appendix A.5.1 

we show that 

{ 
(1- 0";1 Nv)Nvn-l 

8Kvn := 
' 2 

is a generator of Fittz [G] ( Q K,vn). 

if v is non-archimedean 

if v is archimedean 

To define 8K,m in general, write m = Dvlm Ov, where Ov = vnv , nv E N+. We then 

define JK,m = nvJm JK,av, and the direct sum decomposition of QK,m, together with 
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the fact that Fittz[G] is multiplicative on direct sums (see appendix A.2), shows that 

Fittz[cj(QK,m) is generated by OK,m· 

Remark 4.2.1. By checking cases, one sees that laugc(O'K,m)l = #Qk,m· One could 

also prove this using the fact that QK,m is cohomologically trivial (proposition A.5.1) , 

and that for a cohomologically trivial G-module A, 1r (Fittz[Gj (A)) = Fittz[G/HJ(AH), 

where H is a normal subgroup of G and 1r : Z[GJ ---+ Z[G I H] is the ring homomorphism 

coming from the quot ient map G---+ Gl H (take H = G, and observe that Q~,m ~ Qk,m, 

as one sees by checking cases or by using lemma A.6.2). 

4.3 The Stickelberger function 

Let S be a finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places. We define the 

S-modified Stickelberger function by 

Gs(s; Klk) = L Ls(s, x)ex E C[GJ 
xEf; 

(sEC'-{1}). (4.3.1) 

If S also contains all places which ramify in K I k , there is another way of defining 

Gs(s; Klk): 

Proposition 4.3.1. ([Tat84] proposition 1.6, p 86} ForsE C with R(s) > 1, 

Gs (s; Klk) = II (1 - Nv-su; 1
) -

1 **. 
vrf=S 

Proof. For every X E G, extended by linearity to C[G], 

x(Gs(s)) = Ls(s,x) =II det (1- Nv-su; 11Vr1 

vrf_S 

= II X (l- Nv-su; 1 r 1 
=X (II (1- Nv-su; 1

)-
1

) . 

vrf= S vrf_S 

(4.3.2) 

The last equality comes from the fact that X : C[G] ---+Cis continuous , as one can easily 

~~ D 

Let H be a subgroup of G = Gal(Kik), with L the fixed field of H. Let 1r: C[GJ ---+ 

C[G I HJ be the C-algebra homomorphism induced by the quotient map G ---+ G I H. 
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Proposition 4.3.2. ([Tat84] proposition 1.8, p 81} With the notation as above, 

1r (Gs(s; Kjk)) = Gs(s; Ljk) 

--Proof. For every X E GjH, 

X (1r (Gs(s; K j k))) = Ls (s, Infix; Kjk) = Ls(s, x; Ljk) =X (Gs(s; Ljk)) , 

and so 1r (Gs(s; Kjk )) = Gs(s; k' /k). 
D 

The S-modified Stickelberger function Gs(s) extends to a meromorphic function on 

C which is analytic at s = ott. Define 

rK/k,S = ords=o8s(s; Kjk) = min{rK/k,s(x) :X E G}, 

and for r = 0, 1, ... , rK/k,s, define 

1 dr I e};1) k s = lim s-res(s; Kjk) = -
1 
-d Gs(s; Kjk) E C[G], 

, s--+0 r. sr s=O 

and 8~~k,S,m = OK,me};~k,S H. We shall usually omit the subscript Kjk when there is 

no confusion as to the extension concerned. 

Remark 4.3.1. We could define 8s,m(s) by defining an analytic C[G]-valued function 

Om(s) which is equal to Om E C[G] (as we have defined it) at s = 0. When m is the product 

of distinct non-archimedean places, which is essentially the case considered by Rubin in 

[Rub96], one defines Om(s) = flvlm(l- a;1 Nv 1- 8
). This ensures that 8s,m( -n) E Z[G] 

for all n E N, thanks to a theorem of Deligne and Ribet (see [DR80]). However, since 

we are only interested in the value of Gs(s) at s = 0, we will not be concerned with 

extending the definit ion of Om(s) to the case where m is not the product of distinct 

non-archimedean places. 

A final definition: Let AK,S,m : IRU K,S,m --t IRXK,S be the restriction of AK,S, and for 

any r EN, let 

A~:s,m: IR;\; [G]UK,S,m ~ 1\~[G]IRUK,S,m --t /\~[G]IRXK,S ~ lR;\;[G] XK,S 

be the isomorphism induced by AK,S,m· 

ttwe may identify the underlying topological space of C[G] with Cg; the terms mero

morphic and analytic are used in this sense. 

HQf course, 8~jk,S, rn = 8~j k , S = 0 if T < TKfk,S· It should be noted that in most 

of the relevent li tera ture, e~jk,S is usually denoted by e~jk , s(O). Since we will not be 

concerned with the value of e~jk,s(s) at any point other than s = 0, we have opted to 

simplify the notat ion by omitting the (0). 



Chapter 5 

Rubin's refinement of Stark's 

conjecture in the abelian case 

In [Sta80], Stark made some refined conjectures about the first derivatives of Artin 

L-functions in the case where the extension K/k was abelian and all L-functions as

sociated to irreducible characters of the Galois group had order of vanishing at least 

1. In cases where the order of vanishing of all L-functions is strictly greater than 1, 

the first derivatives are zero, and these conjectures are trivial. In [Rub96], Rubin ex

tended Stark's refined conjectures for abelian extensions to give not-necessarily-trivial 

statements about higher-order derivatives of the corresponding L-functions. 

5.1 Statement of Rubin's conjecture 

We will in fact state a slightly more general version of Rubin's integral refinement of 

Stark's conjecture, alt hough, as we shall see, this follows from Rubin's original conjecture 

in most cases. 

Consider the following hypotheses: 

Hypotheses H (K/ k , S, m, r) : 

i) S is a finite set of places of k containing all archimedean places and all places 

ramified in Kjk . 

ii) m is a modulus of k, such t hat supp(m) nS = 0, and such that no real archimedean 

place dividing m is ramified in Kjk. 

iii) UK S m is torsion-free. 
' ' 

iv) At least r places of S split completely in Kjk. 

41 
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v) r :S #S- 1. 

Remark 5.1.1. Condition iii) is easily satisfied. For example, if there is an archimedean 

place dividing m, then K has a real archimedean place, whence J.LK = {1, -1} and 

J.LF,m = {1}. 
Alternatively, if ( is an non-trivial root of unity in U K,S,m, 

and since 

( ) { p n is a power of p 
NQ(()/Q 

1 - ( = 1 otherwise (5.1.1) 

(see [Was82] for example), one simply needs to choose m = v, a non-archimedean place 

where the characteristic of IF(v) is prime to WK, or choose m = v1v2 where IF(v1) and 

IF( v2) have different characteristics. Even if the characteristic of IF( v) is not prime to 

WK, one could put m = ve, where .e is chosen sufficiently large. 

At times we will work with a subset of the five conditions above, and we write H(K/k, S) 

for i) , H(K/k, S, m) for i) - iii), and H(K/k , S, r) for i), iv) and v) of the hypotheses 

above. 

Note that by remark 2.3.1, iv) and v) imply r :S rK/k,s, so 8~~ is well-defined. An 

(apparently) slightly stronger version of the conjecture put forward by Rubin ([Rub96] 

conjecture B, p 39) is: 

Conjecture 5.1.1. RS(K/k, S, m, r) If hypotheses H(K/k , S, m, r) are satisfied, then 

8~~k,S,m·A ;[G] XK,S ~ A~:s,m (1\;[GJ,oUK,s,m) (5.1.2) 

We will refer to t his as the r-th order Rubin-Stark conjecture. Note that because 

6K,m generates Fittz[Gj(QK,m), 5.1.2 is equivalent to 

Remark 5.1.2. The conjecture proposed by Rubin in [Rub96] amounts to RS(K/k, S, m, r) 

with the extra condit ion that m be a product of distinct non-archimedean places. 

Remark 5.1.3. It may happen that, givenS and mas above, the maximum r for which 

hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, r) are satisfied is strictly less than rK/k,s, in which case Rubin's 
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conjecture is trivially true. One may hope to generalise RS(Kjk, S, m, r) by conjecturing 

that if hypotheses H(Kjk, S, m) are satisfied, then 5.1.2 holds with r = rK/k,S· However, 

according to Popescu ([Pop]), this is false. Instead, Popescu conjectures that a certain 

cyclic Z[G]-submodule of 

e(r) .A r X 
K/k,S,m'l\ Z[G] K,S, r = rK/k,S 

is contained in the right-hand side of 5.1.2*. This submodule is generated by a certain 

element w smin E-7\i[c] XK,S, which is a free generator of es·C /\i[G] XK,S as an es·C[G]

modulet. 

5.1.1 An equivalent formulation 

It is often more convenient to work with another version of Rubin 's conjecture, which 

we derive in this subsection. 

If hypotheses H(Kjk, S, m, r) are satisfied, let 3 s,r be the set of all characters x E G 
such that rs(x) = r. Define 

es,r = L ex, 
XE2s,r 

Lemma 5.1.1. {(Rub96j lemma2.6 {ii), pp 41 - 42) Suppose hypotheses H(Kjk , S, r) 

are satisfied, and let { v1, ... , Vr} be a set of r places of S which split completely. If w is 

a place of SK not dividing any vi, then 

{ 
0 if l c ¢ 3s,r 

esr ·W = 
' e10 ·w if l c E 3 s,r 

Proof. If X E 3s,r ......_ {e10 }, then by remark 2.3.1, XIDw =/= lDw · Thus 

1 
ex·W = - L x(a-)a-·w 

g aEG 

1 - L L x(a-J.l.)a-ww 
g J.LEDw aDwEG/Dw 

1 
= - 2::: x(J.l.) 2::: x(a-)a-·w 

g J.LEDw aDwEG/ Dw 

= 0. 

*This is under t he assumption that m is the product of distinct non-archimedean places, 

a lthough this assumption does not appear to be necessary. 

tHere es is t he sum of the idempotents ex associated to those characters x E G for 

which rs(x) = rK/k,S· The definition of w s-min can be found in [Emm06], while the proof 

that it is a free generator will appear in a forthcoming paper by Popescu. 
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0 

Let W = (wo, w1, . . . , wr) be an (r +I)-tuple of places of SK, no two of which lie 

over the same place of k, and such that w1, ... , Wr split completely in Kjk. Throughout 

the rest of this disser tation, whenever the symbol W reappears, it will be defined in this 

way. Define XK,S,W to be the image of (w1- wo) 1\ ... I\ (wr- wo) in-t\~[G] XK,S· 

Lemma 5.1.2. ((Rub96j lemma 2.6 (ii), pp 41 - 42) Under hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, r), 

the Z[G]-module 8~~ -t\~[G]Xs ~ C J\~[G] Xs is cyclic, generated by 8~~·xs,w. 

Proof. It will be sufficient to show that es,r-A~[G]Xs is generated by es,r·Xs,w . Put 

Vi= wilk fori= 1, . .. , r, and letT= S" { v1, .. . , Vr }. Every x E Xs can be written as 
r 

x = I:>~i· (wi- wo) + L .Bv ·v, 
i=l vET 

for some O'.i, .Bv E Z[G]. Observe that L::vET augc(.Bv) = augK (L:vET .Bv ·v) = 0. 

Suppose l c E 2 s,r· Then #S = r + 1 and so the sum L:vET .Bv · v consists of only 

one term, say .Bv·V. By lemma 5.1.1 and the observation above, 

es,r ·(.Bv·v) = .8ve10 ·V = augc(.Bv)ela·V = 0. 

Therefore if x1 1\ ... 1\ Xr is a monomial in J\~[G] Xs, 

es,r·(xll\ ... I\ Xr) = (es,r·xl) 1\ .. . I\ (es,r·Xr) = a.·(wl- wo) 1\ ... I\ (wr- wo) 

for some a. E Z[G]. 

Now suppose lc ¢ 2s,r· Every monomial x11\ ... I\ Xr E J\~[G] Xs can be written in 

the form 

a.·(wl- wo) 1\ . .. I\ (wr- wo) + l.:.:a.y ·y, 
y 

where each y is a monomial containing at least one element of TK. By lemma 5.1.1, 

es,r·Y = 0. 0 

Suppose hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, r) are satisfied, and let W be as before. Define 

c K,S, W E C J\~[G] U K,S by 

e (r) ('-1 )(r)( ) €K,S,W = K/k,S. "'K,S XK,S,W · 

0 bserve that 

e~jk,S, m ·A ~[G]XK,S ~ >.~:s,m (J\~[GJ,oUK,S,m) 
~ 8~jk,S,m· xK,S,W E A~~ (J\~[G],oUK,S,m) 
~ 8K,m"cK,S,W = 8~jk,S,m·(\s,~)(r)(XK,S,W) E J\ ~[G],OUK,S,m, 
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and so we have the following formulation of Rubin 's conjecture: 

Conjecture 5.1.2. RS* (K/k, S, m, r) If hypotheses H(Kjk, S, m, r) are satisfied, then 

OK,m'EK,S,W E A;[GJ,o UK,S,m· 

Note that this is independent of the choice of W. 

Lemma 5.1.2 shows that 8~~7'\;[G]Xs is a cyclic Z[G]-module, and so it is a cyclic 

es,rZ[G]-module. It turns out that more is true. The set SK is by definition a Z-basis 

for the free abelian group YK,S· This gives us a dual basis Z-basis { W0 
: w E SK} for 

Homz(YK,s, Z), and we define w* to be the image of W0 under the natural isomorphism 

Hom;z.(YK,S, Z)---+ Homz[GJ (YK,s, Z[G]) (see equation A.1.3). In other words, 

w*(w') = L W
0 (u·w')u- 1

. 

uEG 

Let W be as above. Define ¢K,S,W = L.(wi!\ ... 1\w;) E (A;[G] YK,S) * = (-A;[G] YK,S) *. 
Then ¢K,s,w(xK,s,w) = 1 (we may regard XK,s,w as an element of-A;[G] YK,S by propo

sition 4.1.1). Thus , for any a E Z[G], a·XK,S,W = 0 =? a = 0. This shows that 

8~~ 7'\;[G]Xs is a free rank 1 es,rZ[G]-module. 

Remark 5.1.4. Rubin and other authors define a Z[G]-lattice 

As,m = { u E A;[GJ,oUs,m: es,r ·u = u}, 

and a so-called regulator map: 1JW := ¢K,S,W o .A~~s : CAs,m ---+ es,rC[G], which can 

be shown to be an isomorphism of C[G]-modules. One can show that EK,S,W,m := 

OK,m 'CK,S,W is the unique element of CAs,m that gets mapped to e~~ E es,rC[G] by 

1]w, and an equivalent formulation of the Rubin-Stark conjecture would be to conjecture 

that EK,S,W,m E As,m (we identify As,m with its image in CAs,m)· 

5.2 Relation to Stark's principal conjecture 

Let QRS(Kjk,S,m,r) be RS(Kjk,S,m,r) with .A~~s,m(A;[GJ,oUK,s,m) replaced by 

Q.A~~S,m (A;[G],o UK,s,m) in equation 5.1.2. 
The following proposition shows how Stark's principal conjecture is related to Ru

bin's refinement. 

Proposition 5.2.1. ([Rub96j proposition 2.3, p 41} Let K/k be an abelian extension 

with Galois group G. Under hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, r ), conjecture QRS(Kjk, S , m, r) 

is true if and only if Stark 's principal conjecture is true for all x E Bs,r. 
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Proof. Firstly, note that since-f\~[G]Us,m is of finite index in /\~[GJ,o Us,m and Us,m is of 

finite index in Us , 

Q>-t,~ (1\~[GJ,oUs,m) = Q>.~) (/\~[GJUs) . 
Since 8~~ is equal to 8~) multiplied by an invertible element ofQ[G] , QRS(Kjk, S, m, r) 

' 
is equivalent to 

e~) ·xs,w E Q>.~) (A~[G]Us). 
Let f : QXs -t QUs be a Q[G]-isomorphism. Since every x E G is one-dimensional, 

R(x, f) = det(>.s o f)x (see remark 2.3.4). Define 

as(x, f) = lim s-r Ls(s, x)/ Rs(x, f) 
s--+0 

{ As(x, f)- 1 if X E 3s,r 

0 if X tJ. 3s,r 

{ cs(x)/ det(>.s o !)x if x E 3s,r 

0 if X tJ. 3s,r ' 

and put 

e = I: as(x, f)ex = I: as(x, f) ex E C[G]. 
xe8 xeE~r 

Any a E Gal(C/Q) acts on C[G] in the obvious way, and one sees immediately that 

e~ = ex"' = ex-"'. Note that 

Stark's conjecture is true for all X E '3r 

{:} as(x, !Y:t = as(X0
, f) (Vx E '2r) (\fa E Gal(C/Q)) 

{:} ea = 2:::: as(x, j) 0e~ = 2:::: as(X0
, f)exc. = e (\fa E Gal(C/Q)) 

xEEs,r 

{:} BE Q[G]. 

If X E 3s,r, then r = rs(x) = dim(ex·CXs) and {ex·(wl- wo), ... ,ex ·(wr- w0 )} is a 

basis for ex·CXs. Therefore (>.so j)(r)(ex·xs,w) = det(>.s o f)xex·xs,w , and so 

).~) o f (r)( B·xs,w) = B 2:::: (>.so f)(r)(ex ·xs,w) 

= (~ a(x, !)ex) (~ det(>.s o J)xex·xs,w) 
xeG xeG 

= "lim s-rLs(s,x)ex·xsw 
L-ts--+0 ' 
xe8 

e~)·xs,w. (5.2.1) 
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Suppose QRS(K/k, S, m, r) holds true. Then 

>.~) o f(r)(B·xs,w) = 8~) ·xs,w E Ql>.~) (A ;[G]Us). 

Therefore, since >.~) is injective, 

B·xs,w E Ql(f(r))- 1 (A ;[G]Us) = Ql;\;[GJXs, 

soB= ¢s,w(B·xs,w ) E ¢s,w ( Ql /\~[GJ Xs) ~ Ql[G]. 
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Conversely, if B E Ql[G], then by equation 5.2.1, 8~) ·xs,w = >.~) o j(r)(Bxs,w) E 

Ql>.~) tAi[c]Us) , and so QRS(K/k, S, m, r) is true. 0 

Remark 5.2.1. One seemingly unsatisfactory thing about this proposition is that the 

truth of Rubin's conjecture for the set of data (K/k, S, r) only implies the validity of 

Stark's conjecture for characters x satisfying rs(x) = r. However, if the Rubin-Stark 

conjecture is true in general, then Stark's conjecture is true in general. We have shown 

that the principal Stark conjecture is true if it is true for all faithful characters, so let 

x be a faithful character (of the Galois group of an abelian extension of number fields). 

Since Stark's conjecture is true for the trivial character, we may assume x-=/= l c. Thus 

rs(x) = #{v E S: XIDv = lDv} = #{v E S: v splits completely in K/k} 

Now let S be the set of archimedean places, those ramified in K/k, and some ad

ditional place which does not split completely in K/k +, so that #S ~ rs(x) + 1. It 

is easy to find m s ch that hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, rs(x)) are satisfied (see remark 

5.1.1), and by the previous proposition, Stark's principal conjecture is true for x if 

QRS(K/k, S, m, rs(x )) is true. 

5.3 Changing S 

We wish to look at how increasing the set S affects the truth of the conjecture. It will 

suffice to consider the effect of adding a single place to S, so suppose v is place of k not 

in S , and put S' = S U { v }. In this section, K and m will be fixed , so we omit them 

from the subscripts. 

tour assumpt ion that x :j: l o implies that K :j: k, so by the Cebotarev density theorem 

(see [Nar90] theorem 7.11, p 382, for example) it is possible to find a non-archimedean , 

unramified place which does not split completely. 
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Proposition 5.3.1. ([Rub96j proposition 3.6, p 49) If hypotheses H(K/k,S,m,r) are 

satisfied, then with the notation as above, 

RS(K/k, S, m, r) =? RS(Kjk, S', m, r). 

Proof. Suppose RS(K/k, S, m, r) holds. If we identify-7\i[GJXs with a submodule of 

-Ai[a] XS' (which we may do by proposition 4.1.1), then xs' ,W = xs,w . Consequently 

8~) ·Xs',W = (1- O"v)8~) ·XS,W 

E A~) (/\~[G] ,o Us) ~A~) (1\~[G],oUs' ), 
and we are done by lemma 5.1.2. D 

If v splits completely inK/ k, then the order of vanishing of each £-function increases 

by one, so RS(K/k, S ', m, r) is trivially true. One might hope to show that in this case 

RS(K/k, S, m, r) implies RS(K/k, S', m, r + 1) , but it appears that stronger hypotheses 

are necessary for thi to be true (see [Rub96], theorem 5.3, (iii)). However, the reverse 

implication does hold , namely 

Proposition 5.3.2. ([Rub96j theorem 5.3 (i)) With the notation as above, if v splits 

completely, then 

RS(K/k, S', m, r + 1) =? RS(K/k, S, m, r). 

Proof. Recall the definition of w* E YS' for w E SK given in subsection 5.1.1. Let 

1 = (logNv)-1 , and define 

For every u E Us, , 

1>v(u) = 1v* ( L log lulww) = 1 L log lulwv*(w) =-L ordw(u)v*(w) E Z[G], 
wESf< wlv wlv 

so we may regard restrict the domain and codomain of 1>v to obtain an element of u;,,. 
Define W' = (wo, w1, ... , wr, v), and note that if xs,w = x, then xs' ,W' is equal to the 

image of x 1\ (v- wo) in-7\~[J1 xs'· Therefore t.(v*)(xs',W') = ±xs,w §,and so 

t.(v* o As') ( ( A:s?) (r+ I) (xs' ,w')) = ( As,l) (r) ( t.(v*)(xs',W')) (see eqn 4.1.3) 

± (As,l)(r) (xs,w) 

± (A81) (r) (xs,w). 

§the sign depends on the parity of r, but is irrelevant for our purposes. 
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Thus, since e~+l) = log Nv8~) = ,- 1 e~l, 

€S,W 8~) · (As 1) (r) (xs,W) 

= ±1e~+ll ·i(v* o As') ((As}) (r+ll (xs',W')) 

±i(!v* o As') ( 8~+l) ·(As} /r+l) (xs',W')) 

±i(<I>v)(es',W' ). 
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If RS(Kjk, S , m, r + 1) holds, es',W' E 1\~[JJ,o Us' and so es,w E /\~[GJ,o Us'· It is not 

hard to show that Us,/Us is torsion-free, so corollary 4.1.1 implies that Us, --+ Us is 

onto. Therefore, given ¢ E A~[GJ u;,, we can find ¢' E /\~[GJ u;,, such that 

i(¢)(es,w) = i(¢' )(es,w) E Z[G]. 

Thus es,w E 1\~[G],o Us. 0 

5.4 Changing m 

Since K and S will be fixed in this section, we omit them from subscripts in most cases, 

and write Qm = Qx,rn, U = Ux,s, Urn= Ux,s,rn, etc. We will show that it is sufficient 

to prove the Rubin-Stark conjecture for minimal moduli m; in other words, 

Proposition 5.4.1. Suppose mjm', and that hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, r) and H(K/k, S, m' , r) 

are satisfied. Then 

RS(K/k, S, m, r) =:;. RS(K/k, S, m', r) 

Proof. (basic ideas taken from [Pop02] proposition 5.3.1 , pp 17- 18) . It will be sufficient 

to show this under the assumption m' = vm, v a place of k. 

Let ll~, be the kernel of the canonical homomorphism Qm' --+ Qm. By looking at the 

direct sum decomposition of Qm, one sees that ll~, is the kernel of the homomorphism 

Qvn+l --+ Qvn, where n is the largest power of v dividing m (which may be 0). If n = 0, 

then ll~, ~ Qv, which is either Z[G]/2Z[G] or (Ox /POx )x ~ Z[G]/<lvZ[G]'J, depending 

on whether v is archimedean or non-archimedean. If n > 0, then v is non-archimedean 

and ll~, is the kern 1 of 

(p the prime ideal of Ok corresponding to v), and this can be shown to be isomorphic to 

EB{=l Z[G]/pZ[G], where pis the characteristic of JF(v) and f = J(pjpZ) (see equation 

A.5.3). Observe that in each case, Exti[a](ll~, ,Z [G]) ~ ll~,. 

'~See appendix A.5.1. 
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Let Im and Im' be the images of U in Qm and Qm' respectively (under the map in 

the long exact sequence 4.2.2), so that we have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 

Define 

I~,= Um/Um' ~ ker (Im' ---tIm)~~~'· 

Since ~~~ is finite, (I~,)* = 0. By lemma 4.1.1, we have the exact sequences 

0 ---t U~ ---t U~, ---t Exti[c](~, , Z[G]) ---t 0, 

Exti[c](~~,,Z[G]) ---t Exti[c](~,,Z[G]) ---t 0. 

Thus U~,jU~ may be identified with a quotient module of Exti[c](~~, , Z[G]) ~ ~~,, 

and so 

Fittz[GJ ( ~~~) ~ Fittz[GJ (u;, ;u;) 

(see proposition A.2.1). 

Lemma A.2.2 applied to the short exact sequence 

o ---t u; ---t u;, ---t u;, ;u~ ---t o 

gives 

(5.4.1) 

In appendix A.5.1, we show that Fittz[G] (~~~ )Fittz[GJ(Qm) = Fittz[G](Qm' )'so Fittz[Gj (~~~) 

is generated by 6m' / 6m. Therefore 5.4.1 is equivalent to 

6~,·A ;[GJu;, ~A ;[cJu;. 

Thus for any</> E--1\i [c]u;,, we have 6~,·</> E--1\i[c]U~ , and so 

D 

Remark 5.4.1. This shows that the only cases where conjecture RS(Kjk, S, m, r) might 

not follow from Rubin's original conjecture is where an archimedean place v divides m 

and mjv, or where vn {n > I) divides m. Remark 5.1.1 implies that if the original 

Rubin-Stark conjecture holds, one need only check finitely many values of m to determine 

whether RS(Kjk , S, m, r) holds for all m. 
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5.5 Subextensions 

We will show that the truth of the r-th order Rubin-Stark conjecture for K/k implies 

its truth for all normal subextensions. 

Let H be a subgroup of G, and put L = KH. 

For the rest oft is subsection, we omit the subscripts S and m, since these will be 

fixed. Thus UK= UK,S,m, UL = UL ,S,m, etc. We will need the following lemma for the 

next proposition and the proof of the Rubin-Stark conjecture for quadratic extensions. 

Lemma 5.5.1. ([Hay04] lemma 3.1, p 105}If hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, r) are satisfied, 

then UK /U L is torsion-free. 

Proof. Let u E UK be a representative of a torsion element of UK /U L· Then un E U L 

for some non-zero integer n. But then for every CJ E H, (ua-l)n = (unt-l = 1. Thus 

ua-l is a torsion element of UK, so ua-l = 1, and as this is true of all CJ E H, we have 

u E uL. o 

Proposition 5.5.1. With K, L and k as above, if hypotheses H(K/k, S, m, r) are sat

isfied, then 

RS(K/k, S, m, r) ==? RS(L/k, S, m, r). 

Proof. ([Hay04, Tat 4]) It is clear that H(Kjk, S, m, r)=? H(L/k, S, m, r). Let r = Gj H. 

By proposition 4.3.2, if 1r : Z[G] ~ Z[r] is the ring homomorphism coming from the 

quotient map G ~ G/H, then 1r ( G~~k) = et}k. Note that we may identify the 

G-modules Ai[GJ UL and /\i[r] UL, if we give the latter a G-module structure using 

1r. The same goes for Ai[a] XL and Ai[r]XL. If W = (wo,wl, ... ,wr), let WIL = 

(wo!L, wl!L, . .. , wr!L)· We will use the ad-hoc notation restrL to denote the map XK ~ 

XL :X 1--t xiL· Since e~~k ·XK,W = A~)(EK,W ), the commutative diagram 2.3.5 shows 

that 

e (r) x - ,... (e(r) ) x L/k. K,W!L - " K/k . K,W!L 

= restrt) ( e};~k ·XK,w) = restrt) ( >.~\cK,w)) = >-t) (N~}L(EK,w)), 

and therefore EL,W!L = N~}L(EK,W ). 
By lemma 5.5.1, 

0 ~ UL ~UK~ UK/UL ~ 0 

is an exact sequence of Z[G]-lattices. Corollary 4.1.1 implies that there is a surjective 

homomorphism 
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and composing this with the isomorphism 

(see equation A.l.4) gives a surjection 

NK/L: Homz[cj(UK, Z[G]) -t Homz[rj(UL, Z[r]): cp f-+ (u f-+ 7r(cp(u)o)), 

where Nwcp(u) 0 = cp(u). P ick cp E Homz[GJ(UK,Z[G]), then for every u E UK, 

[NKjL(cp) o NK;L ] (u) = NKjL(cp)(Nwu) = 1r(cp(u)) . 

It follows that 

'- (NJ;}L( cp )) (NJ;}L(u )) = 1r(t-(cp )(u )) 

for all <p E Ai[G] Homz[Gj(UK, Z[G]) and all u E Ai[G] UK. 
Let ¢ E Ai[r] Homz[r](UL,Z[r ]) ~ Ai[GJ Homz[r](UL,Z[r ]) be given. Since NK/L 

is surjective, there exists <p E Ai[c] Homz[GJ(UK, Z[G]) such that N};}L(cp) = ¢. The 

result follows from 

0 

5.6 Proofs of the Rubin-Stark conjecture in special cases 

5.6.1 More than r places of S split completely 

We follow [Rub96] proposition 3.1, pp 44 - 45. If more than r places split completely, 

remark 2.3.1 shows that for all x =I= l c we have rs(x) > r, and so lim8 _,o s-r Ls(s, x) = 0. 

If r < #S- 1, then lim8 _,o s-r Ls(s, l c) = 0 as well and the conjecture is trivial. Thus 

we may suppose that r = #S- 1, in which case all places inS split completely in Kjk. 

In this subsection, S and m will be fixed, so we omit them from subscripts. Thus 

uk = uk,S,m, RK = RK,S,m, hK = hK,S,m, e(r) = 8~~, etc. 

Lets= {vo,vl, . .. ,vr}, and for i= 1, ... ,r, define Xi= Vi-Vo E xk and Xi= 

Vi - vo E XK. Let { Ui : i = 1, ... , r } be a :?.:-basis for Uk; then from the definition of the 

regulator, 

>-ir)(ul A ... A Ur) = ±RkXl A ... A Xr. 

From the commutative diagram 2.3.4, we see that 

dr)( ) .(r) , (r)( ) /\K U! A . .. A Ur = JK/k o /\k U1 A . .. A Ur 

j~}k (±Rkxl A ... A Xr) = ±Rk(Nc·xl) A . .. A (Nc·xr) 

= ±RkNb·x1 A ... A Xr = ±Rkgr e1 0 ·xw, (5.6.1) 
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where W = ( v0 , ... , Vr ). By remark 4.2.1 and equation 4.2.5, 

and this, together with 5.6.1, shows that 

hk 
cw = ±-u1 1\ ... 1\ Ur. gr 
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If¢ E Homz(Ux , Z) , let¢ be the image of¢ under the isomorphism Homz(Ux, Z) ---+ 

Homz[G] (UK, Z[G]). To show that cw E ;\~[G],o UK, it is enough to show that if { ¢i : 

i = 1, ... , r} is a set of elements of Homz(U K, Z), then 

hk det ( Ji(uj) ) = hk det (¢j(ui)Na) gr gr 

hk r hk 
= -Na det (¢j(ui)) = -Na det (¢j(ui)). 

gr g 

Since S contains all places which ramify, and all places in S split completely, K/k is 

unramified. Therefore g divides hk by class-field theoryll, and we are done. 

Note that this gives another proof of Stark's principal conjecture for trivial charac

ters. 

5.6.2 The case r = 0 

Proposition 5.6.1. If hypotheses H(K/k , S, m) are satisfied, then <5x,m E Annz[Gj(J.LK ). 

Proof. Condition iii ) of hypotheses H(K/k , S, m) , together with the exact sequence 

(4.2.2), implies that J.LK is embedded in QK,m· Thus 

<5x,m E Fittz[G] (Qx,m) ~ Annz[G] (Qx,m) ~ Annz[G] (J.LK) 

(see appendix A.2 for the first inclusion). 0 

We consider the conjecture RS(K/k, S, m, 0). If a place inS splits completely, we are 

done by the result of the previous subsection; otherwise, no places split completely, in 

which case k is totally real, K totally complex. The following theorem is a consequence 

of results in [DR80] : 

IIsee [Gra03] . 
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Theorem 5.6.1. If k is totally real and K is totally complex, 

Annz[GJ(!kx)·Bx;k,s(O) ~ Z[G]. 

Thus, by proposit ion 5.6.1, 

(5.6.2) 

Since 1\~[G] Xx,s ~ A~:s,m ( 1\~[G],O U K,S,m) ~ Z[G], the Rubin-Stark conjecture follows. 

This shows that Stark's principal conjecture is true for characters x with rs(x) = 0, a 

fact which also follows from results of Siegel and Klingen ([Sie70]), and Shintani ([Shi76]). 

If S satisfies hypotheses H(K/k, S), define 

Mx;k ,S = {m: Hypotheses H(K/k,S,m) are satisfied} . 

While we do not need it here, we will prove the following proposition for later reference: 

Proposition 5.6.2 . ({Tat84] lemme 1.1, p 82) If hypotheses H(K/k, S) are satisfied, 

then Annz[GJ(!kx) is generated as a Z[G]-module by {ox,m: mE Mx;k,S}· 

Proof. We will prove that Annz[G) (JkK) is equal to the Z[G]-ideal A generated by 

{ox,v: v E Mx;k,s,v a non-archimedean place of k}. 

By proposition 5.6.1 , A~ Annz[GJ(!kx). For each a E G we may find a non-archimedean 

place Va E Mx;k,S whose Frobenius automorphism is a**. Let L:aEG aaa be an element 

of Annz[GJ(!kx). Then since 

L aaa = L(aaNVa + aa(a- Nva)) = L aaNVa + L aaaOv"' 
aEG aEG aEG aEG 

it is enough to show that L:aEG aaNVa E A. But proposition 5.6.1 implies that 

L:aEG aaNVa E Annz[G] (JkK ), so must be a multiple of wx = #!kK since fkK is cyclic as 

an abelian group. Thus it remains to show that wx E A. 
Let d be the greatest common divisor of 

{ov : v E Mx;k ,s, v non-arch,av = 1} = {1-Nv: v E Mx;k ,s,v non-arch,av = 1}, 

and let ( be a primitive d-th root of unity. Let T be an element of Gal(K(()/ K) ~ 
Gal(K(()/k)tt. LetS' be the union of Sand all places of k which ramify in K(()jk. 

••This follows from remark 5.1.1 and the Cebotarev density theorem . 
ttK(()/k is Ga lois (in fact abelian) , since K(() is the compositum of K and k(() . 
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Then r = (v, K(()lk) for some non-archimedean place v E MK(()/k,S'**. Note that by 

proposition 5.6.1, (l -NvT-
1 = 1. Since (v, Klk) = riK = 1, it follows that dl1 - Nv, 

and consequently C = (Nv = (. Thus T is trivial on K((), so K(() = K and hence 

( E K. Therefore dlwK, and we are done. 0 

5.6.3 Quadratic extensions 

This proof follows [Rub96] theorem 3.5, pp 47- 48. We consider extensions with Galois 

group G ~ ZI27L In this subsection, Sand m will be fixed, so we omit the subscripts S 

and m, and write UK= UK,S,m, uk = uk,S,m, hK = hK,S,m, EK,W = EK,S,W,m, etc . 

Lemma 5.6.1. ((Rub96j lemma 3.4, p 46} Suppose that hypotheses H(Kik, S, m} hold, 

and in addition that G is cyclic and S contains an element v such that Dv = G. Then 

a) hk divides hK, 

b) #H1(G, UK) divides hk, 

c) IJG is ap-group (p prime} and H0 (G,UK) = H 1(G ,UK) = 0, then hKihk is 

prime to p iff hk is prime to p. 

Proof. Put S' = S '- {real v'lm}, and note that v E S' since any real archimedean 

place dividing m splits completely in Klk . Let HK (resp. Hk) be the (Sk-, mK )-ray 

class field of K (res . the (S', m)-ray class field of k), so that we have isomorphisms 

Gal(HKIK) ~ AK and Gal(Hklk) ~ Akt· Since all places inS' split completely in Hk> 

Hk n K = k (otherwise v would split completely and be inert in a proper field extension 

of k). Therefore we ave an onto map Gal(HK I K) --t Gal(Hklk) , which proves i) . 

The exact sequence 

(5.6.3) 

(derived in appendix A.6) shows that ii) holds. 

Under the assumptions of iii), 5.6.3 shows that Ak ~A~ , and so we may view Ak 

as a subgroup of AK. 

Suppose plhk. Since N:/k : AK ---+ Ak is corresponds to the map Gal(HK I K) ---+ 

Gal(Hklk) , it is surjective. Therefore to show that Pi(hKihk), it suffices to show that p 

divides# ker(NK/k )· If NK/k: Ak---+ Ak is the restriction of NK/k to Ak, then NK/k is 

trr F is a number field, HF,S,m is defined to be maximum subextension of HF,m in 

which all places in S split completely. Details can be found in the book by Georges Gras 

([Gra03]), but note that in his notation HF,S ,m = F/fno)• where mo is the integral ideal 

corresponding to m and S = S -.... {complex archimedean places of F}. 
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simply multiplicatio by g (if write Ak additively), and so #ker(NK/k) = #coker(NK/k) 

is divisible by p (recall that g is a power of p). Since ker(N Kjk) is a subgroup of 

ker(NK/k), the result follows. 

Conversely, ifpl(hK/hk), thenplhK = #AK, andsinceGisap-group , pi#(A~) = hk 

(we use the fact that if a p-group r acts on a finite set B, then #B = #(Br) mod p

see [Ser79] p138 for example). 0 

We wish to show that RS(K/k, S, m, r) holds if [K/k] = 2. Without loss of generality, 

we may assume r = rK/k ,S· Let x be the non-trivial character of Gal(K/k) ~ Z/271.. If 

r(la) < r(x), then r + 1 places split completely, so the conjecture is true by the result 

of subsection 5.6.1. T hus we may suppose r(la) 2:: r(x), and that exactly r places split. 

Note that this implies Dv = G for some v E S. Define d = #(S) - r - 1, so that 

#(SK) = #S + r = d + 2r + 1. 

By lemma 5.5.1, UK~ Uk EB UK/Uk (as abelian groups), so we may choose a Z-basis 

{ Ui : i = 1, ... 'd + 2r} for u K such that { Ui : i = 1, ... 'd + r} is a Z-basis for uk. By 

lemma A.7.1, we may assume that if H 1(G,UK) =I 0, then NKjk(ud+r+d = 1. 

Write S = {Vi : i = 1, ... , d + r + 1}, and choose the numbering so that the places 

Vi , fori= d + 1, .. . , d + r, split completely. Write SK = { Wi : i = 1, ... , d + 2r + 1 }, and 

choose the numbering so that Wi is the unique place of K dividing Vi for i = 1, ... , d, 

W i and Wi+r are the two places of K dividing Vi fori= d + 1, ... , d + r, and Wd+2r+l is 

the unique place of K dividing Vd+r+l· With respect to the ordered Z-bases { Ui : i = 

1, ... , d + 2r} and { Wi - wd+2r+l : i = 1, ... , d + 2r }, AK is represented by the matrix 

(log lui lwJl~i,j~d+2r , which we can write in the forin 

u ~ ~r 
where A is (d + r) x d, B is (d + r) x r, Cis r x d, etc. Therefore 

RK = ± det ( A B B ) = ± det ( A B O ) = ± det(A B) det(E- D). 
C D E C D E-D 

Note that, for all u E Uk, lulwi = lul~i for j = 1, ... , d and lulwi = lulvi for j 

d + 1, ... , d + r. Therefore 

det(A B)= det(log luilwJl~i ,j~d+r = 2ddet(log luilvih~i ,j~d+r = ±2dRk, 

and so RK / Rk = ±2d det(E- D). Let a be the non-trivial element of G. Since Wj+r = 

a·wj for j = d+ 1, . . . ,d+r, 

det(E - D) det(log lui lawi -log lui lwi )d+r<i,j~d+2r 

= det (log luf-llwi) d+r<i,j~d+2r' 
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Let c- be the image of ud+r+l 1\ ... 1\ ud+2r in-f\~[GJUK, so that 

),~)(ex ·c-) = det (log lu~x lwi +log lu~x luwi o-) d+r<i,j~d+2r ·xw 

= det (log lui-alwieX)d+r<i,j~d+2r ·xw = ± det(E- D)ex·xw, 

where W = (wd+2r+l, Wd+r+l, .. ·, Wd+2r) · 
We consider two cases: 

Case 1: r( l c) > r(x ): 

I h . e(r) - !l:.K.BK - ±2dhK d (E D) d n t 1s case K/k - hkRk ex - hk et - ex, an so 

by i) of lemma 5.6.1. 

Case 2: r(lc) = r(x ): 

In this case, 
(r) hKRK 

GK/k = hkRkelc + hkRk ex 
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and d = 0. Because NK/k (UK) is a subgroup of the free abelian group uk , it is free 

abelian, and we can find ui E UK so that { N Kjk( ui) : i = 1, ... , r} is a Z-basis for 

NKfk(UK)· By lemma A.7.2, we may assume that if H0 (G, UK) =/= 0, then u 1 E Uk· If 

we let c + be the image of u 1 1\ ... 1\ '\1-r in -A~[ G] UK, then 

det((log luilwi +log iuflwio-)elch~i,j~r ·xw 

det(log lui+ulwi h~i,j~re lc ·xw 

det(log INKjk (ui)lwJl~i ,j~relc ·xw, 

Note that det(logiNK/k(ui) lvih~i,j~r is the determinant of Ak Oi: NKjk(UK)--+ IRXk. 

where i: NKjk(UK) --t uk is the inclusion, taken with respect to Z-bases for NKjk(UK) 

and Xk ~ lRXk. Thus 

and hence 
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±hk hK 
cw = ~ e1 0 ·c+ ± -ex·c_. 

#H0 (G,UK) hk 

Since all places in S except one split completely, QUK ~ QXK ~ Q[GjT, so we may 

find an embedding of UK in Z[GjT with finite cokernel ct'. Since fin(G, Z[Gn = 0 for 

all n E Z, the long exact Tate cohomology sequence applied to 

shows that H0 (G, UK) ~ fi- 1(G, ct') and H 1 (G, UK)~ H 0 (G , ct'). Since G is cyclic and 

ct' is finite, #H0 (G, UK) = #H- 1(G, ct') = #H0 (G, ct') = #H1(G, UK) (see appendix 

A.l.2). 

Suppose H0(G, UK)=/= 0. Recall that we assume that NKjk(ur+l) = NKjk(ud+r+d = 
1 and u1 E Uk; hence ex·c- = c- and e10 ·c+ = c+· Therefore 

±hk hK r r 
c-w = #Hl(G,UK)c-+ ± -,;:;;c- EA z[GJ UK ~ 1\z.[GJ,oUK 

by lemma 5.6.1 i) and ii). 

Now suppose H0 ( G, UK) = 0. Then by a theorem of Reiner (see the remarks after 

theorem A.7.1 in appendix A.7), UK~ Z[GjT. Therefore {ui: i = r + 1, ... ,2r} is a 

Z[G]-basis for UK, a d {NKjk(ui): i = r + 1, ... ) 2r} is a Z-basis for NKjk(UK) = ukt· 

Since {NKjk(ui): i = 1, ... ) r} is also a Z-basis for uk, it follows that elc"C- = ±elc"C+· 

Hence 

cw = ( ±hkelc ±;:ex) ·c_. 

Lemma 5.6.1 iii) shows that hk and hK/hk have the same parity, whence 

twLOG we may assume that, under the identification of UK with Z[Gt, ur+l 

(1,0 , 0, .. . ), Ur+2 = (0, 1,0, ... ) etc., and that Ui = (1 + o}ur+i for i= 1, ... ,r. 



Appendix A 

Appendices 

A .l G-modules 

A.l.l Hom grou p s 

We begin with some general nonsense. Let a : R -t S be a homomorphism of commu

tative unital rings, and let R-Mod (resp. S-Mod) be the category of R-modules (resp. 

S-modules). Any S- odule M can be given an R-module structure via a , which we call 

aM, and this association gives a 'forgetful' functor from S-Mod to R-M od. 

If N is an R-module and M is an S-module, we define HomR(a:M, N) to be the 

abelian group of R-homomorphisms from a:M toN. This group has an S-module struc

ture given by s·f: m ~----+ f(s·m). The association N ~----+ HomR(aS,N) defines a functor 

from R-Mod to S-M od, and one can check that this is right adjoint to the fo rgetful 

functor . The natural isomorphism of Hom sets is given by 

HomR(a:M, N) -t Homs(M, HomR(a:S, N)) : f ~----+ (m ~----+ (s ~----+ f(s·m))), (A.l. l ) 

and one may verify that this is an isomorphism of S-modules. 

We can give S an S-R-bimodule structure, which allows us to define the S-module 

S @ RM, given an R-module M. T he association M ~----+ S @ RM defines a functor from 

R-Mod to S-Mod, and one can check that this is left adjoint to the forgetful functor. 

The natural isomorphism of Hom sets is given by 

HomR(M, a: N) -t Homs(S@ RM, N) : f ~----+ (s ® m ~----+ f(s·m)), (A.1.2) 

and again one may verify that this is an isomorphism of S-modules. 

Consider the cas where H is a finite index subgroup of the abelian group G, A is 

a commutative unital ring, R = A[H ], S = A[G] and a = " is the inclusion. If M is an 

59 
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A[G]-module, there is an isomorphism of A[G]-modules 

HomA[H] (~A[G], A[H]) ~ A[G] : f f-t L (J-l !(()) 
uHEG/H 
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with inverse a f-t (b f-t prH(ab)), where prH(l:uEG Cu(J) = l:uEH Cu(J· Thus for any 

A[G]-module M, equation A.l.l gives an isomorphism of A[G]-modules 

HomA[HJCM,A[H]) ~ HomA[GJ(M,A[G]). (A.l.3) 

The case we will be interested in is where G is finite and H is trivial. 

Now consider the case where a = 1r : G ~ r is a surjective group homomorphism 

with finite kernel H (again we assume G to be abelian). Let s : r ~ G be a section 

of 1r. We also write 1r : Z[G] ~ Z[r] and s : Z[r] ~ Z[G] for the canonical associated 

maps. 

We wish to show that there is an isomorphism 

HomA[GJ (1rA[f], A[G]) ~ A[r]. 

Iff E HomA[GJ(A[r] , A[G]), then for every() E Hand every a E A[r], () f(a) = f((J ·a) = 

f(a). Thus f takes its values in A[G]H = NHA[G], and so we can find a function fo : 

A[r] ~ A[G] (not necessarily a homomorphism) such that f = NH-fo. The isomorphism 

sends f to 1r(fo (1)), and this is easily seen to be independent of the choice of fo. The 

inverse of this isomorphism sends bE A[r] to the function in HomA[GJ (A[r], A[G]) which 

takes c to NHs(bc). 

Thus equation A.l.l shows that for any A[f]-module M, there is an isomorphism of 

G-modules 

(A.l.4) 

To be more explicit, this isomorphism takes f E HomA[GJ(M, A[G]) to 1roj0 E HomA[rJ(M, A[r]) , 

where f = Nwfo, as above. 

We will usually omit the subscripts ~ and 7r. 

A. 1.2 Cohomology of G-modules 

Let G be a finite group. We list here a collection of facts concerning the cohomology of 

G-modules. Proofs of these statements can be found in [AW67]. 

Let M beaG-module. Define Hq(G, M) (q E N) to be the right derived functors 

of the left-exact functor M f-t Me, and define Hq(G, M) (q EN) to be the left derived 
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functors of the right-exact functor M t--t Me (see subsection 1.1.2 for the definition of 

Me). 

The Tate cohomology groups are defined as follows: For any G-module M there is a 

map Ne: Me-t M e : m + Ie·M t--t Ne·m. The Tate cohomology groups are defined 

to be 

Hq(G,M) 

cokerNe 

kerNe 

H-q-l(G, M) 

q>O 
q=O 

q = -1 

q < -1 

The snake lemma applied to the following exact diagram 

0 0 0 

t t t 
H0 (G, A) H0 (G, B) H0 (G, C) 

t t t 

(A.l.5) 

0 Ae Be ce~H1(G,A)~ ... 

t t t 
... ~Hl(G,C) --Ae Be Ce 0 

t t t 
fi- 1 (G, A) fi- 1 (G, B) fi- 1(G, C) 

t t t 
0 0 0 

shows that the Tate cohomology groups fit into a long exact sequence 

If G is cyclic, fiq(G,M) ~ fiq+ 2 (G,M) for all q E Z. If, in addition, M is finite, 

#H0 (G, M) = #H1(G, M). Consequently, if G is cyclic and M is finite , all Tate 

cohomology groups have the same order. 

If H is a subgroup of the finite group G and M is an H-module, define Ind~M = 

Z[G] ® z.[H] M. Shapiro's lemma states that for all q E Z, fiq ( G, Ind~M) ~ fiq(H, M). 

A G-module M is said to be cohomologically trivial if fiq(H, M) = 0 for all subgroups 

H of G, and all q E Z. 

Proposition A.l.l. If 0 -tA-t B -t C -t 0 is a short exact sequence of G-modules 

and two of A , B or C are cohomologically trivial, then so is the third. 

Proof. Follows from the long exact Tate cohomology sequence. 0 
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Corollary A.l.l. If a G-module M has a finite free resolution, it is cohomologically 

trivial. 

Proof. We can split t he resolution 

0 ---+ Fn ---+ Fn-l ---+ ... ---+ Fo ---+ M ---+ 0 

up into short exact sequences 0---+ Zi+l ---+ Fi---+ Zi---+ 0, i = 0, ... , n- 1, where Zn = Fn 

and Zo = M . The result follows by induction. D 

A.2 Fitting ideals 

Most of the results in this section can be found in the book by Northcott ([Nor]). We 

list some properties of Fitting ideals, and prove a lemma which is required in the proof 

of proposition 5.4.1. For the definition of the Fitting ideal, see subsection 4.2.2. 

Proposition A.2.1. If 0 ---+ A ---+ B ---+ C ---+ 0 is a short exact sequence of finitely 

generated R-modules, then 

(A.2.1) 

Remark A.2.1. The proof relies on the fact that if A, B and Care as above, and F~---+ 

FA ---+ A ---+ 0 and F0 ---+ Fe ---+ C ---+ 0 are free presentations of A and C respectively, 

then there exists a free presentation of B of the form F~ EB F0 ---+FA EB Fe---+ B ---+ 0. 

If the short exact sequence splits, then the first inclusion in equation A.2.1 is an 

equality, and so by induction 

The Fitting ideal is closely related to the annihilator ideal Annn(M) . If M has n 

generators, then Annn(M)n ~ Fittn(M) ~ Annn(M). In particular, if M is cyclic, 

Fittn(M) = Annn(M). 

It follows easily from the definition of the Fitting ideal that if S is a subring of R 

(both unital and commutative) and M is a finitely generated S, then 

Fittn(R@8 M) ~ RFitts(M) (A.2 .2) 

A proof of the following lemma may be found in [CG98] (lemma 3, 462). 
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Lemma A.2.1. IfF(; ~ Fe ~ C ~ 0 is a free presentation of a finitely generated 

R-module C, where F(; and Fe have the same finite rank, then for any short exact 

sequence 0 ~ A ~ B ~ C ~ 0 of finitely generated R-modules, the first inclusion in 

equation A. 2.1 is an equality. 

The next lemma is needed in the proof of proposition 5.4.1. 

Lemma A.2.2. Suppose 

f 9 
o-A~B~c~o, 

is a short exact sequence of finitely generated R-modules. Then for any r E N, 

(A.2.3) 

Proof. Let { c1 , ... , en} be a set of n non-zero generators of C, and for each j = 1, ... , n, 

choose bi E B mapping to Ci· Then B is generated by AU {b1 , .. . , bn} (we identify A 

with its image in B). Thus /\k B is generated by monomials x1 A ... A Xr, where at most 

n of the xi's are in {b1, ... , bn}, and the rest are in A. On the other hand, FittR(C) is 

generated by det(rij ), where 'L/t=l rwci = 0 for every i. Hence it will be sufficient to 

show that for such monomials and elements of FittR( C), 

(A.2.4) 

Firstly, note that we may assume r ~ n. To see this, choose n' ~ max{ n, r}, and let 

D be a free R-module of rank n'- r. Suppose we have shown that the theorem holds 

holds with r = n' for all short exact sequences 0 ~ A' ~ B' ~ C' ~ 0 where C' has n 

generators. Since 

o~AffiD JE9lo BffiD gE90 
c~o, 

is such a short exact sequence, we deduce that 

n' n' 

FittR(C)·EB [(A~B) ®R (A~-iD)] ~ EB [f(i) (A~A) ®R!\~-iD] 
i=l i=l 

(see 4.1.2). Looking at the r-th summand shows that 

FittR(C)· J\~B ~ FittR(C)· (J\~B) @R (1\~-r D) 

~ f(r) (J\~A) ®R (A~-r D) ~ f(r) (J\~A) . 

Secondly, we may assume r = n, since if A.2.4 holds in this case, it holds with r ~ n 

(recall that we assume at most n of x1, ... , Xr are in {b1 , ... , bn} ). 
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If m E N, define [~] to be the set of all strictly increasing functions from { 1, ... , n} 

to {1 , ... , m }. For a y {31 , ... , !3m E B and any /ij E R, we have the following equality 

in/\~ B: 

(
f, /1j·{3j ) A ... A (f rnj·{3j ) = L det(li¢(j)) ·!3¢(1)A ... Af3¢(n)· (A.2.5) 
j=1 j=1 c/>E[~] 

We will prove A.2.4 by induction on the number of the Xi's which are not in {b1 , ... , bn}· 

Call this number f.. When f. = 0, we may assume Xj = bj for j = 1, .. . , n, and equation 

A.2.5 shows that 

Since g maps ~j= 1 Ti j · bj to ~j= 1 Tij · Cj = 0 for i = 1, ... , n, this is an element of A, 

and we have proven A.2.4 for f. = 0. 

Now suppose d :S n- 1 is a positive integer and A.2.4 holds for all f. :S d- 1. We wish 

to show that A.2.4 holds with f. = d. Without loss of generality we may assume that 

Xj = aj for j = 1, . . . , d and Xj = bj for j = d + 1, ... , n , where the aj 's are arbitrary 

elements of A. We apply equation A.2.5 with 

{ 
Tij 1 :S j :S d 

/ij = 
r i,j -d d + 1 :S j :S d + n 

aj 1 :S j :S d 

bj-d d + 1 :S j :S d + n 

The left-hand side of A.2.5 is the wedge product of terms of the form ~1=1 Tij · aj + 
~J=l rw bj , which are all in A. Any term in the sum on the right-hand side for which 

<P E [d~n] takes on the value i and i + d, for 1 :S i :S d, will be zero. By the pigeon-hole 

principle, all non-zero terms must correspond to functions <P which satisfy ¢(j) = j + d 

for j = d + 1, ... , n. Such a term can have at most d xj's not in {b1 , ... , bn}, and in fact 

the only term which has exactly d xj's not in {b1 , ... , bn} is 

By our inductive hypothesis, it must be in j(n) ( /\i[c] A). 0 

A.3 An approximation theorem 

A proof of the following proposition can be found in [Nar90] (proposition 2.1, pp 44-45). 
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P ropos it ion A.3. 1. Let F be a number field, I an integral ideal of OF, and R an 

element of OF/ I. Then the restriction of the signature map sgnF : px ----t SgnF to 

R-...... {0} is onto. 

The following th orem can be thought of as a variation on the strong approximation 

theorem. 

Theorem A.3 .1. Let F be a number field. Then for any finite setS of non-archimedean 

places ofF, any {avE F: v E S}, N EN, and s E SgnF, there exists x E px such that: 

• ordv(x- av) 2': N for all v E S, 

• ordv(x) 2': 0 for all non-archimedean places ofF not inS, 

• sgnF(x) = s. 

We first prove the theorem in a simple case: 

Lemma A .3. 1. The theorem is true if av = 1 for all v E S. 

Proof. Let I be an integral ideal satisfying ordv·(I) 2': N for all v E S. By proposition 

A.3.1 , there exists a non-zero y E 1 +I such that sgnF(Y) = s, and such a y satisfies the 

conditions of the th orem. 0 

Proof. (of theorem A.3.1) The strong approximation theorem implies that the first two 

conditions can be satisfied, say by y E F. By the lemma above, we can find z E px 

such that: 

• ordv(z- 1) 2': N- ordv(Y) for all v E S, 

• ordv(z) ;:::: 0 for all non-archimedean places ofF not in S, 

• sgnF(z) = s sgnF(y). 

Since ordv(yz- av) = ordv(y(z- 1) + (y- av)) 2': N, x = yz satisfies the conditions of 

the theorem. 0 

A .4 Unit and Picard groups of commutative rings 

This section is not essential for the study of Stark's conjectures, but some of the results 

will be used in the remaining appendices. Most of the results in this section can be 

found in the exercises in [Wei]. 

Let A be a commutative ring (possibly without a unit), and let R be a commutative 

ring with unit. If A has an R-algebra structure, we may form the R-algebra A +1 R, 
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whose underlying R-module is the direct sum of the underlying R-modules of A and R, 

but where multiplication is defined by 

(a, r)(a', r') = (aa' + ra' + r' a, rr' ). 

This is a unital R-algebra A +1 R, the unit being (0, lR). The R-algebra homomorphism 

R ---+ A +1 R : r ~---+ (0, r) has a left inverse A +1 R ---+ R : (a, r) ~---+ r, so under the units 

functor Rx ---+(A +1 R)x has a left inverse. We define the extended group of units Ax 

to be the cokernel of Rx ---+ (A +1 R)x, or equivalently (up to canonical isomorphism), 

the kernel of (A +1 R)x ---+ Rx. If A does have a unit, then there is an isomorphism of 

R-algebras 

A +1 R---+ A EEJ R: (a, r) ~---+ (a+ rlA, r). 

The composite A EB R---+ A +1 R---+ R is then projection onto R, and the units functor 

takes this to the projection of (A EB R) x ~ Ax EB Rx onto Rx. Hence Ax as we have 

just defined it is isomorphic to the group of units of A, the isomorphism sending a to 

a+ lA. This justifies our notation. 

It is not hard to see that 

Ax ~ {a E A : 3a' E A, aa' + a + a' = 0}, 

where the group operation is a* b = ab +a+ b. Thus Ax is independent of the R-module 

structure on A. 

There are two special cases which we will make use of. Firstly, if A is an ideal I of 

R, then JX ~ Rx n (1 +I). Secondly, if the product of any two elements of A is zero, 

then since a( -a)+ a+ (-a) = 0 and a* b = ab +a+ b = a+ b, Ax is isomorphic to the 

underlying additive group of A. 

We may define the extended Picard group Pic(A) in an analogous way to Ax: 

Pic(A) = ker[Pic(A +1 R) ---+ Pic(R)], and one can verify that this is also indepen

dent of the R-algebra structure on A and coincides with the usual Picard group when 

A is unital. The (u ual) Picard group of a finite commutative unital ring is zero*. In 

fact the same is true for the extended Picard group of a finite commutative ring. To see 

this, note that a finite ring A has non-zero characteristic, say n, so we may view it as a 

Z/nZ-algebra. Sine Pic(A) is the kernel of Pic(A +1 (Z/nZ)) ---+ Pic(Z/nZ), it is zero. 

Finally, one can show that if I is an ideal of R, there is an exact sequence 

0---+ fX ---+ Rx ---+ (R/ I)x ---+Pic( I)---+ Pic(R) ---+ Pic(R/ I). (A.4.1) 

•Finite rings are direct sums of local rings ([LamOl] p 340), and the Picard group of a 

local ring is trivi I ([Mat86] p 166). 
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A.5 Algebraic number theory calculations 

Our standing assumptions for the remaining three chapters are that K / k is an abelian 

extension of number fields with Galois group G, and that hypotheses H(K/k, S, m) are 

satisfied. 

Let p be a prime ideal of Ch . We wish to calculate the Z[GJ-module structure of 

OK/POK . 
Let 1.13 be a prime of 0 K dividing p, let p be the characteristic of the residue field 

Ok/P, and let f = J (pjpZ) (p and f will always be defined this way in this appendix). 

By the normal basis theorem ([Rom95] theorem 8.7.2, p 169) , there exists a E OK/1.13 

such that {o-(n): o- E Dp} is a basis for the Ok/p-vector space OK/1.13. Let {b 1, ... ,b1} 

be a Z/pZ-basis for Okfp. Then {bw(n) : i = 1, .. . , j; o- E Dp} is a Z/pZ-basis for 

OK/1.13, so {bin: i = 1, . . . , f} is a (Z/pZ)[Dp]-basis for OK/I.lJ. Therefore 

f 
OK /1.13 ~ EB Z[Dp]/pZ[Dp], 

i=l 

and so 

I 
OK / POK ~ Z[GJ ® z[DpJ(OK/1.13) ~ EB z[G]/pZ[G] (A.5.1) 

i=l 

(Note that these are isomorphisms of G-modules, not of rings). 

P rop osition A. 5.1. Let QK,m be as defined in chapter 4. Then QK,m is cohomologically 

trivial. 

Proof. WLOG we may assume that m = vn for some non-complex place v of k, and 

n E N+. If v is real , QK,m ~ Z[G]/2Z[G] is cohomologically trivial since it has a free 

resolution of length 2. So suppose v and v are non-archimedean, corresponding to the 

prime ideals p and 1.13 of Ok and OK respectively. We first show that fiq(G, QK,m) = 0 

for all q E Z (which is all we really need). 

so by Shapiro 's lemma, 

For each positive integer £, the units-Pic sequence A.4.1 applied to 
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gives a short exact sequence of Dp-modules 

(A.5.2) 

Since the product of any two elements of ~e j~l+ 1 is zero, the remarks in appendix A.4 

show that (~e j~l+ 1 ) x is isomorphic to the additive Dp-module ~e j~l+ 1 , which in turn 

is isomorphict to OK/~ ~ EB{=1 Z[Dp]/pZ[Dp]. This has a free resolution of length 2, 

and is therefore cohomologically trivial. The sequence A.5.2 then shows that the Tate 

cohomology of ( 0 K /~e) x is independent of £. 

Since 0 K /~ is a Galois field extension of Ok/P with Galois group isomorphic to Dp , 

Hilbert's theorem 90 ([Rom95] theorem 11.1.2, p 211) shows that H1(Dp, (OK/~) x) = 0. 

Since Dp is cyclic and ( 0 K /~) x is finite, all Tate cohomology groups are trivial. 

To show that (OK/PnOK)x is cohomologically trivial, let H be a subgroup of G, 

put L = KH, and write pOL = rri Pi, where the Pi'S are distinct primes of 0£. Then 

for any integer q, 

fi'(H, (OK/PnOK)x) ~ jjq ( H, Ej7(0K/P~0K)' ) 
CY E9 Jlq(Gal(K/ L), (OK/PiOK)x), 

and the result follows since all the groups in the direct sum on the right are zero by the 

result proved above. D 

A.5.1 A generator of Fittz[Gj(QK,vn) 

We wish to show that if vn is a modulus of k, then 8K,vn generates Fittz[Gj(QK,vn). We 

will use the notation of subsection 5.4, where we defined 

6 
_ { (1- a.;;- 1 Nv)Nvn- 1 if vis non-archimedean 

K,vn - 2 if v is archimedean 

If vis archimedean, then QK,v ~ Z[G]/2Z[G], and clearly Fittz[Gj(QK,v) is generated 

by 6K,v = 2. 

tThe isomorphism OK /r;;l ~ r;;Je /r;;ll+ 1 arises as follows: pick a E k with ordp (a) = £; 

then since pis unramified in K/k, ord'.ll(a) = ordp(a) =f. The map 

is an isomorphism of abelian groups (see [Nar90] p 11), and the fact that a is fixed by Dp 
shows that this is an isomorphism of Dp-modules. 
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Now suppose v is non-archimedean, corresponding to the prime ideal p. Since 

for any q3 lying above p, equation A.2.2 implies that it is sufficient to show that if 

QK,vn = (Ox/q:ln)x, Fittz[Dv](QK,vn) is generated by OK,vn · If n = 1, then (OK/q:Jn)x 

is cyclic and so Fittz[Dv](QK,vn) = Annz[Dv] ((OK/q:J)x) ~ (av- Nv)Z[Dv] · Thus 

Fittz[GJ(QK,v) is generated by OK,v = 1- a;;1 Nv. If n > 1, we have the exact sequence 

A.5.2 

f X X 

0 ---7 EB Z [Dv]/pZ [Dv] ---7 (OK js_pl+l) ---7 (OK js_pe) ---7 0. (A.5.3) 
i=l 

Since 6J{=1 Z[Dv]/pZ [Dv] and Qv ~ Z[Dv]/(1 - a ;;1 Nv)Z[Dv] have free presentations 

with terms of equal rank, it follows by induction that the same is true of Qvn for all 

integers n > 1 (see remark A.2.1). By lemma A.2 .1, 

Fittz[Do[ ( Q K:".) ~ Fittz[Do[ ( ~ Z[D"[jpZ[ D"[) Fittz[Do[ ( Q K,"•- •) 

= pf Fittz [Dv](Qx,vn-1) = Nv Fittz[Dv](QK,vn-1) 

for all integers n > 1, and we see by induction that Fittz[cj(QK,vn) is generated by 

OK,vn = (1- a;; 1 Nv )Nvn-l. 

A.6 Some exact sequences 

In this appendix we will show how the exact sequences 4.2.2 and 5.6.3 arise. 

A.6.1 The exact sequence 4.2.2 

This is similar to the derivation of the exact sequence on page 472 of [Aok04]. A more 

direct proof can be found in [CohOO] (proposition 3.2.3, p 137). Let .YK,S = .YK,S,l be 

the free abelian group on the places of Knot in SK. We may also think of this as the 

group of fractional Os-ideals. Let F K,m be the free abelian group on supp(mK ). We 

give these groups their natural G-module structures. 

Clearly Kf' is in the kernel of the map 

ordw(x)w, 
wEsupp(mK) 
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so we have a map div/( : Kx I K'{' --t F K,m (this is not to be confused with the map 

divK,S,m given in sect ion 4.2). Since QK,m = KmiK'{' , it is clear that 

0-* QK,m ___. Kx I K'{' ___. FK,m- 0, 

is exact. We construct a splitting for Kx I K'{' --t FK,m as follows. For each v E supp(m), 

choose av E kx with ordv(av) = 1. By theorem A.3.1, we can find bv E Kx such that 

• ordw(bv- 1) ~ ordw(mK) for all wE supp(mK)" {v}, 

• ord-v(bv- av) ~ ord-v(mK) + 1, 

• sgnK m(bv) is the identity of SgnK m· 
' ' 

Note that for any u E Dv, the above remain true if bv is replaced by b~. Also note that 

ordw(bv) = 0 for all w E supp(mK)" {v} and ord-v(bv) = ord-v(av) = 1. Since 

ordw(b~-l- 1) = ordw(b~- bv) = ordw(b~- 1- (bv- 1)) ~ ordw(mK) 

for all wE supp(mK) " {v} and 

ord-v(b~-l- 1) = ord-v(b~- bv)- 1 = ordw(b~- av- (bv- av))- 1 ~ ordw(mK), 

we have bt-a E Kf'. Thus we may define a Z[G]-homomorphism 

Z[GJ ® z[Dv]z --t Kx I K'{': r ® n f-t b~r K'{' , 

where Z has trivial Dv action. Since FK,m ~ ffi vEsupp(m) Z[GJ ® z[Dv] Z, we obtain a 

homomorphism FK,m --t K x IKf', which is easily seen to be a splitting map. Hence 

there is a short exact sequence 

0 ___. K'{'---. K x ---+- QK,m E9 FK,m- 0. (A.6.1) 

Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 

0 0 0 

t t t 
0-- UK,S,m-- UK,S -----+- QK,m 

t ~ t 
0 --* K 1m ___. Kx ------* Q K m E9 F K m --- 0 

t t ' t ' 
o--fK,S,m---fK,S FK,m----o 

t t t 
AK,S,m ___. AK,S 0 ----~ 0 

t t 
0 0 
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The snake lemma then shows that there is an exact sequence 

Remark A.6.1. In the case where m is not supported on any archimedean places (so 

that we may regard it as an integral 0k-ideal), this exact sequence is a case of the 

units-Pic sequence A.4. 1 with R = OK,S, I = mOK,S· It is clear that JX = UK,S,m, 

( R/ I) x = Q K,m; and Pic( R/ I) = 0 since the R/ I is finite. Using Milnor's patching 

theorem (see [Wei] theorem 2.7, p 11) , one can show that Pic(!) = AK,S,m, but this is 

more difficult . 

A.6.2 The exact sequence 5.6.3 

This derivation is adapted from results in a paper by Rim ([Rim65]). 

Suppose the extension Kjk is cyclic. 

Lemma A.6.1. H 1(G, ~K,S,m) = 0 

Proof. Note that ~K,S,m ~ U v¢Susupp(m) ( Z[G] ® z[Dv] Z), where Z has the trivial Dv

action. By Shapiro's lemma, H1 (G,~K,s) ~ U v¢Susupp(m)H 1(Dv,Z) = 0. D 

Lemma A.6.2. H 1(G, Kr) = o 

Proof. The exact sequence A.6.1, together with Hilbert's theorem 90 and the fact that 

QK,m is cohomologically trivial, implies that 

is short exact. Note that for all x E kx, 

div~(x) = L ordw(x)w = L ordv(x) L w t, 
wEsupp(mK) vEsupp(m) wlv 

which is simply divr(x) under the identification of v E supp(m) with L::wlv w. Thus the 

restriction of div~ to P ~ Fk,m is divr, which is onto. Hence 

is onto, and so H 1(G, Kr') = 0. D 

twe use the fact that all v E supp(m) are unramified. 
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For any Galois extension Fjk, we have exact sequences of Gal(F/k)-modules 

0-+ UF,S,m-+ F['-+ F['/UF,S,m-+ 0, 

0 -+ F[' /U F,S,m -+ fF,m -+ AF,S,m -+ 0. 

(A.6.2) 

(A.6.3) 

(see 4.2.1.) From A.6.2 with F = K and lemma A.6.2 we obtain the exact sequence 

(A.6.4) 

Recall the map iA = i-'k;k : Ak,S,m -+ AK,S,m defined in section 4.2. Clearly the image 

of iA is contained in A~,S,m> and we again write iA for iA with codomain restricted to 

A~,S,m· 
In the commutative diagram below, the top row is exact by A.6.3 with F = k, the 

bottom row is exact by lemma A.6.1, and the column on the left is exact by A.6.4. 

Applying the snake lemma gives the exact sequence 

and so under the resulting isomorphisms, the third column above becomes 

Finally, A.6 .2 and lemma A.6.2 show that 

is exact, and splicing the last two exact sequences together shows that 5.6.3 is exact 

(H2 (G, UK,s,m) ~ H0 (G, UK,S,m) since G is assumed to be cyclic). 
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A. 7 Some results required for the proof of the Rubin-Stark 

conjecture for quadratic extensions. 

We will use the convention in subsection 5.6.3 that the subscripts S and m will be 

omitted. Our standing assumptions are that UK is torsion-free, that { Ui : i = 1, . .. , d + 
2r} and { Ui : i = 1, ... , d + r} are Z-bases for UK and Uk respectively, and that, in the 

case where r( l c) = 1·(x), {N Kjk (ui) : i = 1, ... , r} is a Z-basis for N Kjk(U K ). 

Lemma A.7.1. If H 1(G, UK)#- 0, we may assume that NKjk(ud+r+1) = 1. 

Proof. ([Hay04]1emma 4.3, p 10) Since H 1(G,UK) = ker(NKjk)/Uf<-a, we can find 

u E ker(NKjk) ....._ Uf<- a. Write u = E f1 u~i' where E E Uk, mi E Z, and the product runs 

from i = d + r + 1 to i = d + 2r. Since uf = u;+au;-a, we can write u = E1E2 f1 u~i, 
where E1 E Uk, E2 E uf<-a, and ni = 0 or 1. If all the ni's are zero, then 1 = NKjk(u) = 

NKjk(E1) = EI, and so El = 1 since uk is torsion-free. But this implies u = €2 E uf<-a, 

a contradiction. Th refore, without loss of generality, we may assume nd+r+1 = 1, and 

replacing ud+r+1 by uE2
1 

= E1 f1 u~; gives the desired basis. D 

Lemma A.7.2. If H0 (G, UK)#- 0, we may assume that u1 E Uk. 

Proof. Since H0 (G, UK) = Uk/NKjk(UK), we can find u E uk" NKjk(UK) · Write 

NKjk(u) = f1 NKjk (ui)m;, where mi E Z and the product runs from i = 1 to i = r. 

Then u = E f1 u~i for some E E ker(NK/k)· Since ut = u;-au;+a, we may write 

u = E1E2 f1 u~i where E1 E ker(NKjk ), E2 E NKjk(UK) and ni = 0 or 1. If all the ni's are 

zero, then u2 = NKjk(u) = NKjk(E2) = €~. Since uk is torsion-free, u = €2 E NKjk (UK) , 

a contradiction. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume n 1 = 1, and 

replacing U1 by UE2
1 = El TI u~i gives the desired basis. D 

We will need the following result of Reiner in proving the Rubin-Stark conjecture for 

quadratic extension . Suppose G = (a) is a group of prime order p, with ( a primitive 

p-th root of unity. Consider the following types of G-modules M: 

Type 1) M = Z with trivial G-action. 

Type 2) M = , an ideal of Z[(], with G-action given by a·u = (u. 

Type 3) Those M for which there exists a non-split extension 

0 -t il -t M -t Z -t 0, 

where il and Z are as in 2) and 1) respectively. 
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Theorem A. 7.1 (Reiner). (see [Swa70j theorem 4.19, pp 73-74) Every finitely gen

erated G -module is isomorphic to 

where each Mi is a direct sum of G-modules of type i. Furthermore, the number of 

summands in each Mi is unique. 

The case we are interested in is p = 2; in this case a module of type 2 is isomorphic to 

Z, with O"·n = -n, and it is not hard to see that any module of type 3 is isomorphic to 

Z[GJ. Note that if Mi is of type i (i = 1, 2), then H 1(G, M1) and H0 (G , M2) are both 

Z/2Z. Thus if M is a finitely generated G-module with H0 (G , M) = H 1 (G, M) = 0, M 

must be a direct sum of modules of type 3 only, hence free. 
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